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Investigation of SHARE founder widens
Students may pay
less for tuition
in fall semester
By Cindy Mare
Students probably will be paying $40 to $50 less in fees for the fall
semester since Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.’s 1982-1983 budget proposal includes fewer cuts than expected for the California State Universities system.
This is the conclusion of Don Ryan, a member of the chancellor’s special
task force on fees and financial aid and SJSU’s financial aid director.
Although CSU trustees expected a 5 percent budget cut, Brown’s
proposal called for a 2.25 percent decrease, allowing trustees to reduce fees,
Ryan said.
Fees for the fall should be about $150, a reduction from the $193 fee
charge for this semester, Ryan said.
This should also represent a savings of more than $60 from the projected
$214.50 charge for next fall, Ryan said.
When CSU trustees expected Brown to cut their budget by 5 percent,
they appointed the task force to recommend fee increases that would cover
the projected $50 million cut, Ryan explained.
The task force met in December and recommended that trustees raise
the $130.50 base fee to $214.50 for all full-time students, Ryan said.
However, in January Brown’s proposal called for only a 2.25 percent
reduction in the CSU budget.
This will allow trustees to charge full-time students $150 in fees this fall,
Ryan said.
"At this point it looks like the total fees per year will be $300," Ryan said.
Part-time students should also save money this fall, although Ryan said
he couldn’t estimate their fee reduction.
Trustees will reach a final decision in March, Ryan said.
Full-time students paid $193 in fees this semester, a $62.50 increase over
last semester.
The increase was a "one-time fee" to cover reductions Brown had called
for last fall, Ryan explained.
Had Brown proposed no additional reductions for the 1982-1983 budget,
the fees would have been $130.50 for next semester, Ryan said.
Yet Brown was expected to ask for a 5 percent cut in the CSU budget and
fees were expected to increase next fall by $84 over the original $130.50. Ry$n
said.
"The circumstances changed completely . . after the governor’s
budget came out in January," Ryan said, noting that this allowed for the
decrease in fees.
Most students probably reacted to the fee cuts like Melinda Sheehan did.
"I’m really glad they’re giving us a break for a change," said Sheehan, a
I I

Financial Aid Director Don Ryan explains fees.
freshman who hadn’t declared a major yet.
"I think that’s good except I think we were still getting a good break
( this semester) when you compare it to the other schools in California," said
Dan Nakaso, a junior majoring in journalism.
"I don’t think the services that were provided were equal to the increase
in fees," Nakaso added.
Ryan attributed Brown’s 2.25 percent budget cut to effective student
protest.
"The students really got organized in the state and bombarded the
governor with telegrams," Ryan said.
Brown’s 1982-1983 budget proposal allots $1.03 billion to the CSU system,
a $60 million increase over the 1981-1982 budget after its adjustments last
fall.
Yet Brown’s proposal still amounts to a 2.25 percent cut in the budget
needed for the CSU system, Ryan said.

Campuses misuse scholarship money
By Scott Shifrel
for
intended
Donations
educational purposes were used for
athletic team travel and wine-andcheese receptions, according to an
auditor general’s report.
The report criticized the
California State Universities system
for its lack of guidelines concerning
university foundation funds.
The report said "discretionary

funds have been spent in a
questionable manner," at all nine
CSU campuses investigated. The
funds were spent on such things as
faculty banquets, football tickets,
and, at SJSU, at least one department’s Christmas party.
It also said that SJSU may have
missed out on up to $570,000 because
of a lack of guidelines in the way
foundations reimburse schools for

"indirect costs."
The audit was based on foundation records from the 1979-1980
academic year.
The report was widely criticized
by officials from SJSU, the
university foundation and the
chancellor’s office.
University foundations, which
are legally separate entities from
the schools, collect and administer

Officials try to ease congestion

Traffic signals shut off
By Steve Fukuda
Students, faculty and SJSU
employees are not the only ones
confronting traffic and parking
problems this semester.
The SJSU Office of Traffic
Management is trying to alleviate
problems in a number of ways,
acccording to traffic manager Ed
Nemetz.
One way traffic management
eases congestion is by shutting of the
signal light at 10th and San Fernando streets.
In agreemenet with the City of
San Jose, traffic management shuts
of the signal with a key during peak
traffic hours. According to Nemetz,
the signal is shut off at approximately 7:30 a.m. or 8:30 a.m.,
depending on the flow of traffic.
University police are then
placed at the intersections of 10th
and San Fernando streets and 11th
and San Fernando streets to direct
traffic.
"This is to prevent 10th and 11th
streets from being blocked by the
long line of cars waiting to get into
the north garage," Nemetz said.
A police officer is stationed at
Seventh and San Salvador streets
during early morning peak commute hours.
"His job is to favor traffic
coming down Seventh Street,"
Nemetz said. "Because Seventh and
San Salvador is a four-way stop,
traffic on Seventh can get backed up
onto (freeway)280 for students
waiting to get into the south
garage."
Attendants at the south garage
"hand-collect" money to move the
lines faster, Nemetz said. Normally,

students must insert two quarters
into a machine that opens a gate.
Traffic management also
alleviates parking problems by
allowing students to park in the
employee lot on the ground floor of
the north garage when the rest of the
garage is filled to capacity. Students
are directed to pay in ’advance in
order to park in the employee lot.

Ed Nemetz
"We make use of the available
space because the employees only
fill it up half-way," Nemetz said.
He said he is planning to speak
with representatives at KSJS about
reporting on traffic conditions
around campus.
"This will give the students a
good idea on how much time they
should allow themselves in getting to
school," he said.
"There is usually an ungodly
flow of traffic at the beginning of the

semester," Nemetz said. "During
peak hours from eight to 11, our
resources are taxed to the limit.
"Our number-one recommmendation to students is to schedule
classes in the early afternoon. When
they find out that it takes a half-hour
for them to find a parking space for
a 9:30 class, maybe they’ll do it."
Nemetz said the parking
garages usually have more
available spaces in the early afternoon.
"If students rearranged their
schedules to take afternoon classes,
most parking problems would be
eliminated," he said.
The north and south garages
were filled to capacity in the mornings during the first week of the
spring semester last year, Nemetz
said. In the afternoon, the garages
were 83 per cent full, he added.
"After the fourth week of school,
utilization increased to 91 per cent in
the afternoon and 85 per cent in the
morning," he said. "This leads me
to believe that some students will
reschedule their classes."
According to Nemetz, another
way to lighten traffic problems.
"would be for the academic deans to
schedule popular classes evenly in
the morning and afternoon."
"That way we wouldn’t have
such a large influx of students in the
morning," he said.
also
encourages
Nemetz
students to make use of alternative
methods of transportation, such as
taking the bus or car pooling.
"All in all, our job is to get
students to campus by whatever
means possible because they are the
life-blood of the university," he said.
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research and training grants.
The foundations were created to
avoid "often time-consuming state
acquisition policies for equipment,
rigid hiring policies and difficult and
complex contracting regulations"
that state schools are subject to,
according to a fact sheet produced
by the SJSU Foundation.
In a letter included with the
audit, Chancellor Glen S. Dumke
said his office will "review and
reissue CSU policies which address
circumvention of state control
procedures."
All nine CSU campuses, including SJSU, spent discretionary
funds on faculty luncheons, said
Tom Britting of the auditor
general’s office. He said the
"questionable use of such funds"
was not against the law but was "a
matter of whether this is appropriate."
Discretionary funds are monies
donated to the univesrity with no
strings attached which should be
spent in a way that "furthers the
educational mission of the university," Britting said.
SJSU Foundation Director
Richard C. Still said the
questionable use of such funds was
one part of the report that his
organization "came through pretty
well on."
"They wrote a letter to the
(SJSU) president (Gail Fullerton
continued on page 3

By Dave Lewis
Gilbert Solano, founder of
Operation SHARE has been named
in a $500,000 sexual harassment suit
and the program he founded in the
1960s is under investigation by state
authorities.
Solano, executive director of
Operation SHARE was named as the
defendant in a $500,000 civil suit filed
by Evelyn Self, a former employee
of Operation SHARE at California
State University at Hayward.
The 40-year-old executive
director is also under investigation
by state authorities for
mismanagement of funds.
Solano said the allegations
against him are an attempt to cloud
an $8.1 million lawsuit which is
pending against the County Office of
Education.
Solano termed the accusations
shocking and appalling, but said he
was not surprised by the suit.
Although Solano has been
charged with sexual harassment in
the past by SHARE workers, there
have been no problems in the class,
Pre-Professionial Experience, he
teaches at SJSU, according to
Francis Villemain, dean of the
School of Education.
"I have received no formal
complaints (about Solano), that
would cause an inquiry," Villemain
said. "All the records and reports I
have received of SHAAE is that it is
quite successful."
Villemain said he had not yet
seen what was in the newspapers
about Solano and no notification of
the charges had come to his attention as of yesterday.
"When I get all the information,
I will need to sort out what is personal business and what is
university business," Villemain said

about possible ramifications of the
lawsuit.
The SHARE program which
Solano started out of his station
wagon on Seventh Street in the late
1960s operated statewide at one
time.
The program is suffering a
cutback in operations. According to
an aide to the SJSU SHARE
program, there are only three out of
21 programs still operating.
The SHARE program at Santa
Rosa Junior College, in Sonoma
County, was taken over by the school
when financial problems with the
main SHARE operation became too
great.
A Santa Rosa SHARE worker
who asked to remain nameless
explained the financial problem.
"I would have to take my check
to the back personally to cash it
because there were so many
problems," she said. "One guy with
our office had a check, drawn on the
main fund, bounce. It was for $38."
The SJSU coordinator for
SHARE, Elaine Joachim, said the
organization’s SJSU operations
were running smoothly, but would
offer no comment about possible
damage to the program due to
alleged mishandling of funds.
"We are ahead of where we
were last semester in recruiting
tutors," Joachim said.
Last semester SHARE signed up
165 tutors to help children with
educational problems, according to
Joachim.
"Thousands of children have
been helped in the San Jose area by
the program since it began,"
Joachim said.
Joachim would not comment
about the shutting down of the other
18 statewide programs.

Confusion plagues
add/drop process
By Jon Swartz
Citing an 80 percent error rate on add/drop forms, Linda Tomasso,
assistant director of records, says it is "absolutely necessary" that monitors
check student’s add/drop forms before they are allowed into the center.
"Most of the students fail to fill in their social security number on the
form, usually because they think it’s not necessary," Tomasso said. "The
same occurs with the cashier’s receipt box. Unless students fill out these
sections it’s not possible for us to have a receipt proving that they’ve added
and dropped all of their classes."
The previous example is just one of the many misconceptions that
students have concerning add/drop registration, Tomasso said.
Most of the problems concern the significant dates of the add/drop
period and what must be done on those days, she said.
The dates and procedures appear on page one of the SJSU Schedule of
Classes Spring 1982 booklet, Tomasso said. But for those who don’t have a
schedule the following is a list of significant add/drop dates.
Feb. 19 is the last day for late registration and adding classes. It is
also the final day to drop a course without an entry on a student’s permanent
record.
"Withdrawal from the university for one semester is not contingent on a
student dropping all of his classes individually," Tomasso said. "Instead the
students hould go to the office of records or the add/drop center within the
next three weeks and explain their situation."
From Feb. 19 to Feb. 26 there is a second adding period. To add,
students should turn in their forms to the records office if they don’t owe fees
or the cashier’s office if they owe fees.
To drop a class after Feb. 22 the instructor and department chairperson’s approval is required on the add/drop form. This procedure is
permitted only for serious and compelling reasons.
Dropping a class by May 3 requires the signatures of the clas.s instructor, the department chairperson and the dean of the school the class is
listed under. This procedure is permitted only in the event of an accident or
serious illness.
Tomasso wishes to remind all students who did not pay their fees by Jan.
28 that they must pay i$20 late fee in addition to normal tuition.
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New library goes avant-garde?
No, this is not a new exhibition that just opened
on the Art Galleries, but a file for card catalog

drawers in the new Clark Library
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Capital Punishment
Killers escape justice

’Legal murder’is wrong

The scene is all too familiar: a person is arrested and convicted of
murder, given a sentence of 20-years to life in prison, and is out on good
behavior in six years.
That same person is then arrested again within a year after his
release from prison, on another charge of murder.
Our judicial system is too lenient on convicted murderers. Those
.
convicted of murder should be put away so that they never harm another

One of the main controversies dealing with punishment in general is
whether the prison system is designed to rehabilitate or just to get the
criminal off the street.
If you believe the system should rehabilitate, then the death penalty is
obviously contradictory to your philosophy. If you believe that the system
is not made to rehabilitate, but to keep the criminal off the street, there is
still another solution: life sentence without parole.

By Mike Jones
Staff Writer

By Marianne Crocker
staff writer

This can sometimes seem like a joke when you read about a certain
person who killed his mother or raped and murdered a next-door neighbor
coming up for parole. But this should be treated as a separate problem, as
indeed it is a problem.
There are many good arguments on either side of the fence regarding
the death penalty. In weighing these arguments the scale tips quite obviously in the direction against capital punishment.
A criminal, who for example murdered someone, may deserve death,
but who are we to judge? Are we such supreme beings that we, or our
justice department, should have the power to examine another’s right to
life? No one has the right to take a life but God.
The end does not justify the means. The end, being the elimination of
a murderer, does not justify the fact that we too become murderers to be
rid of him/her.
To quote an old cliche, two wrongs don’t make a right. An elementary
statement, and therefore easily understood.
What if sometime down the road it is found that the person is innocent? What are you going to do? Granted that apologizing to someone
who you’ve kept in prison for a number of years and sending him on his
way is not a terrific solution, but you can’t apologize to a dead man.
This is not something that is expected to happen, but circumstantial
evidence does alter cases. A justice system that kills even one innocent
person, can never be justified.
Stricter parole laws are definitely needed, but that’s all that’s needed.
Nothing is solved by saying that life imprisonment doesn’t work so just
forget about it and kill them instead.
And by the way, it is not more expensive to keep a criminal in jail for
life than kill him, according to Kenneth Salter, professor of communications at SJSU and a practicing attorney. It costs about the same.
Other thoughts to keep in mind are where is the line drawn? There is
going to always be a certain grey area where controversy remains
border-line cases. Similar cases with only small differences one person
is killed, one is not. Life and death cannot be determined by a minor
detail.
Where ever this line is drawn, a crime punishable by death must be
horrendous. It is then obvious that the criminal has certain mental
problems. Is it fair to murder someone who can’t help themselves?
I am no great humanitarian who believes all human beings are
basically good. There are a lot of idiots out there and they deserve to be
punished. But going to the extreme of killing them is morally and logically
wrong.
Why not keep them in jail with no chance of parole, at the same cost,
and get some work out of them? Make them clean garbage out of the ice
plant along the freeway, or clean public restrooms at rest stops along
highway 5?
The solution is not to murder the murderer, not to go along with 9ur
p4esent system. A revised, stricter, system is the answer. Keep the
criminal in jail, with no chance of parole, and work him to exhaustion.
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the mailbag
Library rumored
to be MX model

Editor:
A rather shocking story concerning our most recent structure on
campus has just surfaced. Rumor

has it that the new library
represents something more than
simply a repository for the written
word.

My sources tell me that a
labyrinth of underground bunkers
has been constructed between the
two libraries and that books, journals and magazines will periodically
be shuttled to and fro in an attempt
to thwart the unsuspecting student.
Washington insiders imply that,
should this prove successful, the
Department of Denfense may decide
to go ahead with the MX missle
system, citing the fficacy of their
SJSU prototype.
Although the Pentagon denies
these allegations, the Soviet Ambassador to the United Nations
recently showed me several aerial
reconnaissance photos which he
claimed revealed the deployment of
MIRVs (Mammoth Icky Racy
Valentines) at the SJSU campus.
"This is a rather upsetting
development," he said. "The

soul again. One solution would be to enforce capital punishment.
If capital punishment -were enforced there would be fewer major
crimes. People would think twice about taking someone else’s life if they
too would lose theirs.
The way it is now, these murderers are back on the streets harassing
innocent people, knowing the consequences will only be free room and
board in a familiar prison.
Recently in San Francisco there were a series of murders in small
mom-and-pop markets. The killers would rob the merchants, tell them to
lie down, and then shoot them in the back.
These people, if convicted, should not be allowed back into society. As
in an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, those who are convicted of
murder should be executed.
Many people believe capital punishment would not help major crimes
disappear. One man who disagrees is Isaac Erlich.
Erlich is an econometrician at the University of Chicago. He
discovered that one execution may deter as many as eight murders. Since
1967 there have been only four executions in this country.
It seems that in some murder cases justice is never really served.
Sirhan Sirhan, the convicted assassin of Robert Kennedy, was eligible
for parole in 1981, 13 years after murdering a United States senator.
Charles Manson, the convicted murderer known for the brutal killing
of actress Sharon Tate, was originally sentenced to die, but that was
overruled. Manson was up for parole in 1978, less than 10 years after the
murders.
These were people gunned down in the primes of their lives. There is
no way to bring them back, but some justice should be done to their
killers.
For justice to be truly carried out, capital punishment must be enforced. It must be enforced for the family and the friends of the victim.
They are the ones who must suffer through all of the trial proceedings.
They are the ones who must live with the emotional scars for the rest of
their lives.
It must be very hard to understand why a person convicted of killing
the
streets.
someone you were very close to is still on
Professor Walter Berns, resident scholar at American Enterprise
Institute, said the death penalty is morally required as the only appropriate punishment for crimes such as treason and heinous forms of
murder and rape.
Berns said that even though the death penalty should be an extraordinary event, it is defended in the due process clause of the Fifth and
the 14th Amendments that speak of the necessity to provide due process
when depriving a person of life.
Capital punishment is not a question of whether or not the people want
it. By an overwhelming majority, the people of California said they are in
favor of capital punishment. So why has it not been used?
Until the courts change their minds or until there are some changes
made on the courts, capital punishment will not be put to use.
It is quite obvious we live in a violent society. Capital punishment is
not going to stop-all of the murders that go on, but it is certainly a step in
the right direction

balance of power has been
unalterably shifted in your favor."
"I can appreciate your concern," I replied. "But how can your
government voch for the authenticity of these photographs?"
Pausing to raise his glass of
vodka, my counterpart stated
somewhat pensively, "My friend,
you can trust Kodak paper."
The few students with whom
I’ve had an opportunity to speak
don’t seem to share this in
ternational concern. One summed
up his feelings this way: "I just can’t
believe it. I mean, it was difficult
enough locating materials in the old
library, but now it’s going to be
impossible to find anything! And I
should know
I’ve been looking for
a psychology journal since 1958..."
So there you have it, my fellow
colleagues. We are living in
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dangerous and precarious times. At
a moment like this, it would perhaps
do us well to remember those three
words articulated so eloquently by a
distinguished television executive
who, upon hearing this story,
proclaimed, "Now THAT’s Incredible!!"
Bruce Wilson
Psychology
graduate student

The Forum page is your page.
The
Daily
encourages
readers comments on any
topic. The viewpoints ex
pressed in opinion articles are
those of the author. Editorials
appearing on this page are
the opinion of the Spartan
Daily.
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by Dean Fortunati
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Clark Library lacks tables, chairs
0

(t?

By Janet Gilmore
When the Robert D. Clark Library opens
Feb. 16, students will find current periodicals
and books, but they may not find seats.
New furniture for the library has not been
ordered according to Jim Hill, SJSU purchasing officer. Meanwhile, tables and chairs
from the Wahlquist Library are divided
between the new and old library.
There are approximately 800 to 1,000
tables and chairs in the new library, according to Associate Library Director Dave
Coding. More seating was not put in because
they "didn’t want to completely strip the

Wahlquisti library," (hiding said.
The reason for the delay is in bidding for
the contract, Hill said.
The state Office of Procurement,
responsible for obtaining bids for the project,
encountered "difficulties with the bid," said
Hill.
The difficulties included ordering furniture which did not correspond with the
architect’s design, Hill said.
Delays such as these forced postponement of bids until March 1. After the
contract is awarded, it could take two to three
months for the project to be completed, Hill

said. Thus, new furniture may not arrive
before the semester ends.
If the shipment does arrive before the end
of the semester, furniture will be moved in
while the library is open.
But seating may not be the only problem
students face. Because books and periodicals
are divided between the Clark and Wahlquist
libraries, students may encounter a lack of
material as well as space.
The Clark Library will continue the total
reference collection, microfilm, current and
bound periodicals and books published before
1970. However, the Wahlquist will contain
books published before 1970.

3,000 spots available this semester

$22.50 will purchase parking

:p

By Holly Taglier
Ever wondered what magical
rites must be performed to attain
one of those envied reserved
parking spots close to campus?
The answer is fairly simple.
According to Ed Nemetz,
SJSU traffic manager, there are
approximately 3,000 parking
stickers available at a rate of
$22.50 per semester. Those
eligible are faculty and staff,
dorm, residents, night and
aeronautics
students
and

disabled students.
Courtesy permits are occasionally issued for guest lecturers.
Pro-rated stickers will be
available at the end of February.
Stickers are discounted 25 per
cent at the end of each month
during the semester.
Night permits may be purchased at the Spartan Bookstore
customer service desk and
resident students may buy
permits at Auxiliary Enterprises

in Joe West Hall.
Disabled students may obtain stickers from Disabled
Services in the old cafeteria. All
other students eligible for permits may purchase them from
either the Office of Traffic
Management, located on the first
floor of the Seventh Street
garage, or at the Cashier’s Office
in the Administration Building.
Parking permits allow dorm
residents to park overnight in the
Seventh Street garage and night

AUDIT
Continued from page 1
about things they wanted
explanations on," he said.
"There was one (question)
that pertained to funds
retained by a department
that spent the money on a
Christmas party."
Still would not identify
the department explaining

that the party was needed
to "improve morale."
Still said use of the
money was "OK" because
"the funds didn’t have any
strings attached."
"I consider the serious
problem the one of indirect
costs," he said.
Indirect costs, such as

time spent by university
executive officers securing
research grants, are difficult to trace.
Because of this,
universities are reimbursed on a percentage
formula. Once a contract is
negotiated with a granting
agency the indirect costs
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These students in Marcia Chamberlain’s drawing class
the Student Union
concentrate intently on their free, nude model

S.U. models for free

permits allow parking in any of
the employee stalls after 3 p.m.
The provisions of the parking
code
allow
towing
of
unauthorized vehicles at the
owner’s expense.
Violators are "subject to
receive citation, and/or towing,
depending on which activity best
suits their particular circumstances," Nemetz said.
Citations carry a fine of $7 or $22
for handicapped parking.

are included. The amount
added on for SJSU’s contracts is 49 percent of
saleries and wages.
These added costs are
the foundation’s largest
source of income.
The audit said out of a
recoverable $5.77 million
the foundations returned
only $42,000 to the schools.
A spokeswoman for the
auditor general’s office,
however, said the foundations could not have paid
all the money back to the
universities.
"We don’t think it is
$42,000 (that should go
though, it is
back)
somewhere near the other
end ($5.77 million)," said
Mary Noble, assistant
auditor general for performance audits.
But the foundation
"shares" costs with the
univesity in ways not
mentioned in the audit, Still
said. One example Still
mentioned is the Small
that
Grant Program
allocated $25,000 to the
dean of graduate studies.
Still said the report
was general, "missed some
of the detail in looking at
what the foundations do
indirect cost
with
recovery," and used
"over-inflated figures."
"The state is trying to
get a piece of the action and
we don’t feel they deserve
it," said SJSU Director of
Fiscal Services Bill
Friedricks.
Friedricks said he was
not familiar with the report
but he is aware of the
state’s desire to be reimbursed for the indirect
costs associated with
grants and contracts.
"Everybody is fighting
that IA our system I CSU),"
he said. "They (the state)
look at the rate and they
think we have all kinds of
dollars."
Although SJSU is
allowed to collect up to 49
percent of wages on grants,
the average collected for
indirect costs is much
lower, he said.
The foundation secures
arid administers contracts
and grants from federal,
state and local governmental agencies, as well as
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The Hispanic Business
Association will hold its
club meeting at 4 p.m.
today in Business Tower
Room 50. Call Gloria
Maturino at 294-4986 for
more information.

Kappa Sigma will
present Bourbon Cowboy, a
western style rush, at 9
p.m. today at the Kappa
Sigma house, 148S. Ilth St.
Call 279-9860 for more information.

Shotokon Karate Club
will hold workouts from 4
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Tuesdays
and Thursdays in the Men’s
Gym Room 201.

The SJSU Concert Band
will recruit members at
1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. today
in the Music Building’s
Concert Hall. Call 277-2905
for more information.

Students Drafting Tom
McEnery for Mayor will
hold a petition drive from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
throughout the week in
front of the S.U.

Deadline tor application in the Miss San
America
Jose/Miss
is
Pageant
Scholars
tomorrow. For more information call 241-3212.

The Student Health
Advisory Committee will
be accepting applications
for membership, today
through Feb. 28. Call Oscar
Battle Jr. for more information at 277-2222.

The SJSU Concert
Rand will hold a recruitment drive from 1:30 pm.
to 3:20 p.m. today in the
Music Building’s Concert
Hall. For more information
call 277-2905.

The SJSU University
Chorus is looking for
sopranos, altos, tenors and
basses. Contact Dr. Zes
from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Monday, Wednesday and
Friday in Music Room 104
for more information.

Delta Sigma Pi will
hold a discussion on "Dress
for Success," at 7 p.m in
BC 004. Call Andre Sue at
264-0797 for more information.

The Armenian Student
Association will hold its
first meeting at 3:30 p.m.
today in the S.U. Pacheco
Room. Call Alec at 867-6428
for more information.

The Akbayan Filipino
Club will hold a general
meeting, as well as accept
officer’s nominations at
1:30 p.m. Friday in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. Call
Fortuhe Que for more
information at 238-6642.
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from private foundations.
Although most federal
Sao Carlos
Cre
and
state
agencies
accepted
Stevens
120 E.
Checks
recognize and pay for in4360
also
l’er.,00lid1
direct costs, also known as
(246-3882)
"overhead," many private
foundations don’t.
Critics of the report
questioned whether the******* ****** *!*.*******
auditor general’s office
Associated Students of the
took that into account.
University of Santa Clara
The report says 4t
examples of "questionable
expenditures" made with
the discretionary funds at
all nine campuses were:
Luncheons and
dinners for spouses of
faculty and administrators
Refreshments
at
faculty and staff meetings
THE KIDS
Floral arrangements
and corsages
Office decorations
Tuesday February 23 at 8:00
Season tickets to
Toso Pavillion University of S.0
professional
football IC
IC
games.
Tickets $9.50 Available at Bass
IC
An Associated Press IC
Reserved seating For info: 984-4264
report said that the auditor IC
general’s office "reviewed ********************************
discretionary fund expenditures totaling PA
million."
"Of that," the AP story
continues, "$153,000 was
spent to benifit college
employees, $306,000 for
and
public
relations
$345,000 for such things as
faculty travel, office
equipment and furniture."
and
University
Foundation officials only
the
acknowledged
Marketing
Exploration and Producing
Engineering
Financial
Logistics and Planning
Christmas party paid for
with discretionary funds.
The audit recommends
that the CSU establish
"explicit guidelines to
ensure that discretionary
funds are spent in ways
that further essential
educational objectives of
the CSU."
also
audit
The
recommended that the CSU
figure out how much the
Standards
Training
Remerch
Systems Software
Data Communication
foundations need to stay
afloat and then require
excess money be returned
to the campuses.
At Chevron we use a broad range of systems software on large mainframes end small
The
chancellor’s
business mini -computers throughout our operation With these systems our computer
services offer the most cost effective problem solving approach between Online. Batch.
response include with the
Remote Batch, Timesharing and Distributed Data Processing We provide accurate
audit agreed with all the
information systems to decision rnakers in a great variety of application areas InClading
Finance Logistics. Planning ManataCturing Marketing and Chemicals
recommendations.
But officials in the
Within the next live years, more than 501io of our managers will be moving up to pos,
chancellor’s office said
loons of even greater responsibility Of retiring This rnaanS rapid advancement for those
indivaluala being hired now and in the future If yOu d like to plan a career with one of
strict guidelines may
the country’s leading energy companies there may never be a better time to start You
seriously
impair the
can choose the area of professional specialization that beat suits your interests and get
set to erisoy challenges that lead to recognition and growth
foundation’s ability to
attract grants.
When you put Chevron in your future you lino! Only be planning tOr an exCellerlICareer

el’

PRESENT

JEFFERSON STARShip

Let Us Put ibu
In Our Future
evron

you’ll be letting yourself in for one of the finest lifestyles you can find From Ohiradelli
Square to the tea rooms and temples of Cfnrnarownn Sari Francisco and We entire nay
Area offer countless opportunities for fun and excitement
Find out more ahead us We offer great compensation in addition to all the advantegeS
neatened above and the environment on our offices IS all inspiring as Our location
Well bean your campus Folmar" IS Contact your Placement Office loran onterytee

1,600 more students seek entry to SJSU

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Computer Undoes Osportment
Fall, 1982 figures showed that
7,679 students applied to SJSU, an
The number of student ap- increase of 1.600 over the fall,
plications for this fall semester 1981 count of 5,937 and just shy of
are running more than 1,600 the 8,000 applications filed in fall
ahead of last year’s figures, 1979.
Houseman attributed the
according to Jerry Houseman,
interim director of Admissions increase to three factors.
"First of all we’ve had an
and Records.
By Jon Swartz

influx of engineering students,"
he said. "Second, some of the UC
campuses, such as UCLA, are
compated and have been
redirecting their students to
other campuses. SJSU happens to
be one of the schools they have
been going to."
Houseman also said the rise

in unemployment accounted for
an increase in SJSU applications.
Freshmen enrollment, once a
trouble spot for declining applications, increased by 1,000, he
said.
He also noted an increase of
400 transfer students and 150
graduate students.

Standard Oil Company of California

Thursday February 11 19112
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reinstated in school

By Mike Thomas
SJSU star wide
receiver Tim Kearse has
been reinstated in school
according to assistant
football coach Larry Kerr.
"Everthing has been
turned into Jack Tuthill
( associate director of
records) so he is in school,"
Kerr said.
"Tim was deficient

three grade points in a
three unit class so he either
got the F grade changed to
an incomplete or he got a
C grade changed to a Bgiving him the extra three
grade points," Kerr continued.
According to Kerr,
Kearse is on probation now
and has been given an
ultimatum from the

coaching staff to stay in
school.
"I think that it is fair,"
Kearse said. "Playing ball
is a part of it but I am here
to go to school and I am in
school, that’s what counts.
"I don’t want to say
what class it was, there has
already been too much
publicity. The main thing is
that I got everything

ATTENTION MEN!
Interested in joining a lasting tradition?
Then KAPPA SIGMA may be for you
Call now at 279.9860 or drop by our house at

cleared up."
Kearse’s name appeared on the preliminary
disqualified listed issued
Jan. 25 by Tuthill.
When the San Jose
Mercury printed a story
about Mervyn Fernandez
being disqualified and
ineligible, Kearse was also
mentionied as having
academic problems.
But as Tuthill noted in
an earlier Spartan Daily
article about 40 percent of
those on the preliminary
disqualified

list

eventually cleared from
the list.
Kearse had 15 days
from Jan. 25 to clear up his
grade difficulties or he
faced
have
would
disqualification.
Kearse led the PC/IA in
receptions last season with
61 for 842 yards. He scored
seven touchdowns and had
a 13.8 yards per catch
average.
Kearse also was
named to the All-PCAA
first team.

sports
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Psychology the key

K1

Irvine to
avenge loss

148 S 11th St
KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY
The fraternity or the Future
YOUR Future

FREE
Basketball Bus Shuttle
*Avoid traffic
*DonHriayto--park
*Ride with everyone

Buses leave from Sweeney Hall at 7:30 pm
Departs from Civic Auditorium starting
from 9:45 pm
FEBRUARY 11, 13, 18 and 20.

So remember...Don’t miss the game,
don’t miss the fun and...

Don’t Miss the Bus!
Sponsored by Associated Students

If someone asked you to organize
an election, would you know where
to begin?
Your answer to this question is YES,
if you act now !
The deadline for Election Board is
Feb. 19, 1982.
Call the A.S. Office at 277-3201 ask
for Connie Magana, Director of
Personnel.
"funded by Associated Stbdooto"
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By Latressa Wilson
The team with the
"adpsychological
vantage" will emerge
victorious in tonight’s 8:05
p.m. rematch between the
SJSU men’s basketball
team and UC-Irvine at the
Civic Auditorium.
"Irvine will be fired up
more than ever after their
hard fought loss to us and
their loss to Fresno," said
SJSU Coach Bill Berry.
Irvine is currently in
second place in conference
standings after its 55-49
overtime loss to 18th
ranked Fresno State last
Saturday.
"Irvine does a good job
on defense, especially with
Kevin Magee," said Berry.
"We can’t play a run and
gun ball game with them
and expect to win, we will
have to fast break."
Offensively, SJSU will
have to continue improving
its field goal shooting and
concentrate on limiting
mistakes to win tonight’s
game.
The Spartans have
been consistently improving their first-half field
goal shooting. In a previous
win against Santa Barbara,
SJSU shot 55.6 per cent in
the first-half. In last
Thursday’s game against
Irvine, they were (14-26)
for 53.8 per cent.
"We’ll have to take
good shots when the opportunities are there and
know when the opportunities are not there in
order to avoid mistakes,"
Berry said.
In last Saturday’s loss
to Cal-State Long Beach,
SJSU was plagued by
mistakes.
Although the Spartans
led 27-26 at halftime, they
committed 12 turnovers in
the second-half and Long

Beach won in the last
second of the game, 47-45.
"Our winning tonight
will depend partly on fan
motivation and our ability
to control the game’s
tempo," Berry said.
SJSU caused our
uproar in the PCAA
standings last Thursday by
upsetting conference coleader Irvine 58-57.
With the Anteaters
leading 57-56, guard Kevin
Bowland landed a jump
shot to give SJSU the lead
with 2:30 remaining in the
contest.
The game ended when
forward
All-American
Kevin Magee missed a 14foot jump shot at the
buzzer.
Magee will be Irvine’s
dominant force tonight.
A Spartan win will also
the
on
depend
psychological state of the
players and the crowd,
according to Berry.
(Jimmy)
"Reason
might get in the game
because he has been improving during practices
and he’s starting to play
harder," Berry said. "Fan
encouragement can help
players like Reason and
Vinson (Greg) play harder,
student support is a very
important factor."
During the last game
against Irvine, Vinson
played his best game of the
season. After an almost
non-productive first-half
performance, he "played
harder" in the second-half
and helped the Spartans
win. Vinson contributed 12
points in the match.
"Vinson has an important role to play in the
Irvine game," Berry said.
"We will expect him to play
like he did in the secondhalf of last week’s game."

By Ev,v, 1.

SJSU forward Chris McNealy pulls up for jump shot against Fresno State

Wrestlers crush Stanford
By Mike Jones
wrestling
Spartan
coach T.J. Kerr wasn’t
overly concerned about
Stanford’s wrestling team.
So the coach held out two of
his top wrestlers, Ed Bass
and Andy Tsarnas, and
watched his team easily
defeat the Cardinals 40-12
Tuesday night at Stanford.
The Spartans, who fell
victim to a great 37-5
thrashing against Cal
last
State-Bakersfield
Saturday night, received
three Stanford forfeits
while winning seven out of
ten matches.
SJSU was lead by the
Jones brothers, senior

Golfers lack experience
but not strong talent
By Stewart Emerson
The Spartan golfers
that were ranked third in
the final Golf World poll
last year, probably won’t

studen
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selected as MISS SAN JOSE with a scholarship of $5.000 00

to go

on to compete in the ’Miss California Pageant" and, some young
woman in our Nation will become the next "Miss America"

Could it be you, Each year more than 70.000 young women
nationwide participate Preliminaries will be held in February with the
pageant to be held March 29. 1982

Pick up your Official Information and Entries Packet from the Office of
the Dean of Women. Music or Drama Departments, or call

Our
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Director Mrs Sherron Posten at 997-7842 or 241-3212
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Wayne at 134 pounds, and biggest rivalry.
freshman Marvin at 177,
"We beat them twice in
who each pinned their a row, once this year and
once last year," Kerr said,
opponents.
Brad "and they’re still ranked
Sophomore
Gustafson at 126 pounds ahead of us. We expect it to
easily defeated his op- be a good meet."
ponent by the incredible
Kerr said the Spartans
score of 31-8 while junior will do everything possible
John Middlestead at 142 to beat Cal Poly. Bass will
pounds did likewise 17-3.
drop from 142 to 134,
"Stanford was no Tsarnas will drop from 177
threat at all," Kerr said.
to 167, Wayne Jones from
Now that Stanford is 134 to 126, and Gustafson
out of the way, the Spar- from 126 to 118.
tans are looking forward to
Kerr added that his
tonight’s match at Cal team has been battling the
Poly-SLO.
flue the last two weeks but
Kerr mentioned that right now they are about as
along with Bakersfield, Cal healthy as could be exPoly is the Spartan’s pected.

SJSU netters win again
SJSU tennis player John Saviano is just one of the reasons the Spartans
tennis team is off to a 3 0 start. Saviano, the No. 2 player, was instrumental
in the team’s 6-1 victory over San Diego State last Tuesday at Spartan
Courts. Saviano defeated his opponent 6 2. 6-3, and teamed up with partner Dave Kuhn, the No. 3 player, to win their doubles match 7 6, 7 6. In
other singles matches, No. 1 player Brett Dickinson won 7-6, 6-4. Kuhn
won 7-6, 6 0, No. 4 Paul Van Eynde won 6-3. 6-0. and No. 6, Ken Bryson,
after dropping the first set 3-6, came hack to win the next two 7-5, 6-3. In
doubles, the team of Dickinson and Glenn Brassington, as well as the team
of Van Eynde and Bryson, had their matches called because of darkness.

reach that mark this year
after losing five seniors.
But with two strong
returnees and some surprising newcomers, they
won’t exactly be hurting
either.
Led by returning
sophomore Joe Tamburino
and senior Mark Cato and
newcomers Carl Lundquist
and Danny Coughlin, the
Spartans won’t be
decimated after losing
seniors Alan Swank, Mike
Barnblatt, Don DeLorenzo,
Mike Lang and Terry
Foreman.
Still, golf coach Jerry
Vroom considers 1982 to be
a rebuilding year.
While not overlooking
this season, Vroom said
next year’s team will only
lose three seniors. With the
addition of two transfer
students from Arizona
State and Tulsa, the sky’s
the limit for the Spartans in
1983.
"One year away from
now I expect San Jose to be
the strongest team on the
Pacific
coast,"
said
Vroom.
For the present though,
Vroom said this season’s
team should be very
competitive
with
"dramatic Improvement"
by May.
Tamburino will try to
successfully defend his
Pacific Coast Athletic
Association and California
individual titles this year
while teaming with Cato to
provide a solid foundation
for the team.
"They’re (Cato and
Tamburino) the most
consistent players we
have," said Vroom. "Both
players have an abundance
of natural talent for golf.
Cato is extremely consistent but needs more
maturity on the course.
Tamburino is a physically
strong
and
mentally
disciplined player.
Tamburino was inconsistent until he shots 65
last year in the NorCal

tourintercollegiate
nament.
"He really went to
work on his game from that
time on," said Vroom.
"Just overnight, he came
of age."
Tamburino then shot a
66 in the conference
championship and was the
conference
individual
champion at Long Beach
last year.
Lundquist,
a
sophomore transfer from
Delta
College,
and
freshman Danny Coughlin
expect to give the Spartan
team some added stability
this spring.

Spartans win
Silverado
It will be hard for the
SJSU golf team to improve
on Monday’s stellar performance in the 36-hole
Silverado Invitational,
where the closest competitor was 31 strokes
behind.
The other seven teams
never even came close as
the Spartans led by 14
strokes after 18 holes in
their first tournament this
year.
The Spartan golfers
then went on a tear in the
final round, registering a
374-369 -- 743 win over
runner-up Stanislaus State
which had 388-386 774.
In
the
individual
standings, Danny Coughlin
outdistanced the field by a
seven -stroke
margin,
shooting 70-70
140. Joe
Tamburino placed third
with 76-72
148.
Cato, 76-74
150, tied
for fourth with Stanislaus’
Dean Kain, 79-71
150,
after Kain fought his way
back from a three-stroke
deficit in the final round.
Carl Lundquist secured
seventh place with 77-76
153 as the Spartans placed
four golfers in the top seven
spots.
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Recreation
Ski Club plans
spring schedule
By Mark J. Tennis
The SJSU Ski Club has
become the largest club on
the SJSU campus in the
past two years, with more
than 600 members last
year.
Although membership
is currently at 450 persons
right now, Kristi Haines,
who is in charge of

Ski slope
conditions
If you are planning on
doing some skiing this
weekend, you better dress
warmly.
According
to the
weather reports, there is a
possibility of snowfall
towards the end of the week
which could carry on into
the weekend. All resorts
are open, but chains are
required.

At Tahoe, Squaw
’ Valley reported a base of 10
feet, while Alpine Meadows
has a base of 7 to 15 feet.
Ski Incline has a two- to
three-foot base, Mt. Rose a
six- to 11-foot base, North
Star a three- to nine-foot
base, and Heavenly a sixfoot base.
About 30 miles south of
Lake Tahow is Kirkwood
Meadows, which reported a
ten to 20-foot base. Mt.
Reba has a six-foot base,
while Dodge Ridge also has
a six-foot base.

Sailing plans
up in the air

t.,

By Mark J. Tennis
A hole in a sailboat
with a repair cost of $1,000
has made scheduling activities a difficult problem
for the SJSU Sailing Club
this semester.
"Our schedule is up in
the air," said Dave
Darrow, a spokesman for
the club. "We don’t even
meetings
any
have
scheduled."
Last semester, the
Sailing Club offered sails
on the Bay every two weeks
and last spring the club
sponsored a trip to Catalina
Island.
At the end of the
semester on one of the Bay
sails, however, a hole was
gouged in one of the club’s
rented boats.
By the time the hole
was repaired, the Sailing
Club was $1,000 poorer,
according to Darrow.
"We took people
sailing that had never been
sailing before," Darrow
stated. "We’d just go out in
a boat and party all day.
Before we take people out
now, we’re going to try to
teach them first."

publicity for the club, says
that memberships increase
near the end of the skiing
season.
"Some people don’t
even think about skiing
until the spring," Haines
said, "so they join for the
last few trips."
The club plans three
.trips to Tahoe this
semester and a one-week
trip to Whistler Mountain
in Canada during the
spring break.
The first Tahoe trip is
scheduled for Feb. 26-27
and will feature skiing at
Kirkwood Meadows and
Heavenly Valley. The cost
for the trip is 638 for
members and $42 for nonmembers.
The ski club can accommodate only 45 people
this trip and those who
want to participate are
urged to contact the club as
soon as possible.
According to Haines,
the best way to join the Ski
Club is to stop by the club’s
table, located on the south
side of the Student Union.
The club also has
meetings on the first
Thursday of every month
in Engineering Building
Room 132 where persons
can also join. The next
meeting is on March 4 at
7:30p.m.
Members receive a
monthly newsletter and a
bumper sticker in addition
to being invited to one barn
dance and one beach party
each semester.
Membership for the
club costs $15 per year.
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By Kare/I Sorensoir

Hidy Fujiwara (in black). chief instructor of the SJSU Karate Club. teaches Oliver Salud (left) and Vinn
Duong how to high kick

Karate Club to give lessons
"I want to share karate’s spirit and techniques with
everyone, Fujiwara said. "I can also teach more advanced techniques including Nunchaku and Sword
techniques."

The club plans to hold
car washes and bake sales
to raise money for future
activites and to alleviate
money lost through the
Woken oat.
Persons interested in
joining the club are asked
to call Darrow at 279-9926
or club President Louise
Pender at 275-9964.

Intramural
deadline

A general meeting for
those interested in intramural sports in men’s
and women’s basketball,
and men’s, women’s and
coed badminton will be
held today.
All sign-ups for these
sports must be completed
today.
For
information
concerning the times of the
meetings, call Leisure
Services at 277-2971 and ask
for Alex Walker, Jeff
Shivers or Brian Burke.
The basketball season
starts on Feb. 21 while the
Darrow indicated that badminton season starts on
the club may able to offer Feb. 23.
classes for persons inOther
intramural
terested in sailing later in sports planned for this
the semester at Pacific semester are softball, golf,
Yachting Unlimited in tennis and superstars.
Santa Cruz.
Persons yea ring to
participate need to show
either
a student, staff or
He also said that future
sails will probably be on faculty card.
The Leisure Services
the Santa Cruz Bay rather
than the San Francisco office is located next to the
Spartan Pub on Seventh St.
Bay.

itare44"’"

Hidy Fujiwara wants to share his knowledge.
Fujiwara, who is a member of SJSU’s Karate Club,
will help conduct five classes this semester for students
who are interested in joining the club.

11, 1 98

There is one class beginning tomorrow for advanced
students at Royce Hall from 3-4:30 p.m. ’
Two other classes for beginners will be meeting on
Mondays and Thursdays from 3-4 p.m. at Markham Hall.
The final two classes are also for beginners. Classes
will be on Sundays and Wednesdays from 3-4:30 p.m. at
Royce Hall.
Will Koehn is the chief advisor of the club and will also
help with the classes.
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Student Union re-evaluated
By Holly Fletcher
A re-evaluation of
space use has prompted the
S.U. Board of Governors to
conduct a poll and determine what services
students would like to see
added.
The board approved
the appointment of Jerome
Reed, associate professor
in Marketing and Quantitative Studies, to serve as
faculty adviser during the
polling.
The poll will help the
board decide what space is
being wasted and what new
services students would
like to see.
"We all agree there is a
lot of space wasted and we
all agree we want to
generate more revenue,"
Johnson,
Kevin
said
chairman of the house

committee. "I can’t think
of a single square inch in
this building that’s not
labeled."
The poll will ask
students which, if any, of
the current services they
would like to see reduced or
eliminated in favor of new
services.
It also will list potential
new services such as a pro
shop, flower shop, travel
agency, photo darkroom,
automated bank tellers and
other services.
However, Brad Kurtz,
board chairman, said,
"We’re trying to generate
funds for the Student
Union. I wouldn’t want
them to come back with a
hit list" of services to shut
down.
The board does not
intend to use the poll to

"throw people out of
space," Barrett said.
"People don’t normally like to give up
space," he said.
has
board
The
requested that groups
But
both
past.
in
the
move
student interest as well as
by
generated
money
services will be examined
to determine what, if any,
services will be moved or
deleted, according to
Barrett.
The board agreed, at
Tuesday’s meeting, that a
decision as to what services and space are not
being efficiently used is
very subjective. The board
voted to delay a decision on
space use until the poll has
been completed.
Other school’s unions
have commercially -run

stores in their unions.
Presently, the shops at
SJSU’s union are governed
or rented by campus
organizations.
Some retail shops have
in
interest
shown
relocating in the Student
Union, and off-campus
retail shops may be considered, Barrett said.
survey’s
Another
results have recently been
turned over to the board for
discussion and evaluation.
In that poll, more than 2,000
students were surveyed to
determine student interest
in a proposed Recreation
and Events Center.
The center would be
financed largely through
student fees and designed
to provide space for major
entertainment, educational, cultural and sports

By Evan Yee
Ron Barrett, S.U. director, shows interest in Tuesday’s S.U. Board of Governors meeting.
events as well as space for
recreation and intramural
sports.

The survey found a
high percentage of students
were dissatisfied with

current facilities. Of those
polled, 65 per cent wanted
more major concerts and

51 per cent wanted more
educational workshops and
seminars.

Women’s center celebrates decade
"Aside from our
By Vivian Vasquez
February ’82, marks friendship, we’ve also
the 10th anniversary of the loads of literature to offer
Women’s Center. A.S. will our guests," Coronet said,
sponsor various events in "We have information on
celebraton of the center’s just about every issue
which may affect women
first decade.
To kick off the directly or indirectly."
The center has
celebration, the Women’s
Center will host an open brochures and handouts on
house from 12:30 p.m. to 4 birth control, child care,
divorce, ERA, health
p.m., today.
coordinator, issues and many other
Chief
and topics.
French
Lucinda
"Our biggest project is
Azucena Coronet, third.
coororganizing and cooroutreach
world
dinator, will be available to dination Womyn’s Week,
answer questions and in- which will take place the
form people of upcoming week of March 8," Coronet
said.
events.
"We’re hoping the men
At 6 p.m. tomorrow the
center will host a ’Welcome will drop by and join in the
celebration and help us
Back Pot Luck.’

Spring Sparta Gras
will focus on SJSU

Goblins, ghosts, and things that go bump in the night are the things that interst this "haunted
house specialist" who gave a lecture to spellbound students in the Student Union on Tuesday.
Michael Campbell has been scientifically investigating such morbid topics for 10 years. He
believes that a systematic study of the creepy phenomenon would clear up a lot of misconceptions.

Psychic studies ’haunted houses’
By Holly Fletcher
The castle was a
"killer house, a deranged
house," he said and
researchers who visited it
had seen "skeletal hands
reaching up from beneath
the floor."
"And then, the
screaming begins," he
added matter-of-factly.
So begins the tale of a
"classic haunting" that
started Michael Campbell’s eerie lecture at the
Student Union Tuesday.
The haunted castle he
described was in Ireland,
but if you think such creepy
happenings occur only in
foreign castles or late-night
movies, think again.
Campbell, a psychic
investigator and research
scholar, said there are six
"killer houses" in America
and he has visited two of
them.
One of the "killer
houses" is on Staten Island,
N.Y. arid some researchers
who have studied the house
have "gone Withers" while
a few have even died,
Campbell said.
The house has been
burned and built five times
through the centuries. The
ghosts contained within
include sacrificed children,
headless victims and
former inhabitants, according to Campbell.
He said he was brought
to the "killer house" Of
course on Halloween, to see
if he was able to sense the
ghostly presences. He
could.
"In each room of this
house, there was a ghost,"
he said. "It’s a wonderful
house to explore. You’ll see
big clouds of gray mist

A ghoul is felt as "intense
chills or awesome terror"
floating from the upper
part of the house to the
lower part."
While he was in the
basement of the house,
Campbell said he was
"picked up, which was
quite a feat, and thrown
against the wall."
"Killer houses," such
as the one Campbell
described, rank at the top
seven -step
a
of
classification of hauntings.
A class-one haunting
means, for example, lights
being turned on by
themselves.
A class-two haunting is
characterized by sounds of
breathing or the feeling of a
presence.
"The phenomenon gets
more
and
more
pronounced," he said and
eventually at class-five
there are materializations.
Class-six is "a little more
destructive," he said.
Finally, at class-seven
is the killer house.
Campbell gave similar
definitions to ghosts. He
defined a ghost as the soul
of a dead person. A spirit is
a ghost, so is a phantom.
But a ghoul is what is
felt as "intense chills or
awesome terror, or cold
spots," he said.
A poltergeist simply
throw things "seemingly
without purpose," Campbell said.
Yet, Campbell believes
hauntings and ghosts are
"very natural and can be
studied by scientificlao

He said poltergeists are
caused by "unrequited
feelings," and thinks other
such phenomenon are
considered unexplainable
because "our science just
hasn’t caught up with these
things."
not,
"Ghosts are
pardon the phrase, what
they appear to be," he said.
He thinks ghosts can be
Or
electrically
magnetically related, or
even products of thought
projection.
Some ghosts, he said,
may simply be re-running
spools of data filled with
intense emotions that are
trapped in formations.
"You can sit down and
watch ancient battles, if
the conditions are right,"
he explained. It is a wellknown phenomenon to see
battles like Waterloo
taking place, Campbell
said.
Campbell explained
the phenomenon of "Deja
Vu" or precognition as
"bending the projection of

Campbell, who trained
for 10 years in both science
and "gobblygook" calls
himself
a
psychic
researcher, but believes
mediums "give this field a
bad name." "Seances
reduce the credibility" of
the field," Campbell said.
He
wants
a
"systematic study of the
phenomenon using computers" to classify and sort
data. He said the United
Nations
and
the
Smithsonian Institute both
pursue "short term"
phenomenon which includes ghosts, but he
wishes they would expand
their research. He added
that there is plenty of data
to work with.
"Ghost citings go back
to the dawn of time," he
said.
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212 T -G
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TV’s FOR RENT
of
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377-2935

time" and said it is a
"natural
phenomenon
r that’s) misunderstood."
This area is not without
its own bonafide hauntings,
according to Campbell.
The Le Baron Hotel, Room
538, is haunted by an old
woman who committed
suicide there. Supposedly
she pinches and in other
ways abuses people.

Santa Clara County

Placement assistance in
community service organizations.
Internships available in most
fields of study.

244-5252

By Lenny Bonsall
The first SJSU Sparta
Gras celebration is
scheduled to take place in
late April.
A "student spring
festival," as coordinator
Mike Howell calls it,
Sparta Gras will be a weeklong event focusing on
SJSU and what it has to
offer.
Howell, along with
fellow Sparta Gras planner
Dede Cameron, is hoping to
make the festival an annual event.
"It’s just something
that we’re making happen
out of our own desire," said
Howell.
"We have
Homecoming in the winter
to celebrate the return of
our football team and we
thought that we should
have a celebration in the
spring for SJSU itself."
The event, which will
be included in this
semester’s celebration of
SJSU’s 125 -year anniversary, will occur the
week of April 26, continuing
to May 2. Howell wants the
celebration to be by, for
and about SJSU students.
"We want to set up a
group of tables around the
water fountain," he said.
"Tables
representing
certain
organizations
around campus, what they
have to offer and what
SJSU has done for them."
Howell encourages any
group interested in participating to do so.
Sparta Gras will be an
AS. event, although no
money for activities will
come from the A.S. budget.
The event will be supported
mostly by the students.
Howell is interested in
student contributions for
the event.

The Sparta Gras
celebration will coincide
with Greek Week activities
and the campus-wide
departmental open house.
The open house is a
two-day event that makes
it possible for community
members to get acquainted
with the campus.
Certain activities, such.
as stars competition
scheduled for the weekend
of April 30 to May 1, will
include participants from
both Greek Week and
Sparta Gras.

"Women’s Studies and
Women’s
the
Center
created the idea of
Womyn’s Week. This will
be the eighth celebration of
Womyn’s Week on SJSU’s
campus."

The best
parties
start with
La Paz
Margaritas.
Quick and
easy to make
with La Paz
Margarita Mix.

Can you find marketable skills as
a member of the
Budget Committee?
Your answer to this question is YES,
if you act now! The deadline for the
Budget Committee 1. Feb. 12, 1982.
Meetings are scheduled for Tuesdays
and Fridays 12:30-2:30.
Call the A.S. Office at 277-3201. Ask
for Connie Magana , Director
of Personnel
"homhd by Assetisted Shilimts"

la led

studen

KinKots
PROFESSOR’S
PUBLISHING
One of the services that Kinko’s
offers is called Professor’s Publishing.
Through this service, a teacher
can put. notes. out-of-date books
and such, "on reserve" at
Kinko’s to be copied and distributed
to his or her students. This
occurs at no cost to the teacher
and saves the students time and effort .
For more information, contact
the Kinko’s location nearest to you.

KinKos
9 1 Paseo De San Antonio
481 E San Carlos St

annual Women’s Center
budget,"
Coronet
said."However, any money
we make during Womyn’s
Week, will go back into A.S.

with Womyn’s Week. The
Women’s Center is not just
for women, although our
main focus is on issus that
affect women."
to a
According
spokesperson for A.S., the
budget for Womyn’s Week
is $6,500. $4,500 for
allocation and $2,000 for
anticipated income,
"Womyn’s Week has a
separate budget from the

(408)295.43
(408) 295-551 1
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The
Entertainer
Calendar
ART
Ellenby - Sculptures
Gillian
Through February 27 383
South First Street, San Jose
Patricia Hunter, Joe Price Water Colors, serigraphs
Through March 8 San Mateo
Arts Council. 1219 Ralston
Ave . Belmont
Ed Moses -Paintings Through
Saturday. Smith Anderson. 2(X)
Homer Avenue. Palo Alto
Maxfield Parrish Art works
Through
and memorablilia
February La Gallene, 30 Third
Avenue, San Mateo
"Crossover," an arts and
technology exhibition Through
tomorrow. Euphrat Gallery. De

Anza College, Cupertino
-The Artist Looks at People,"
Palo Alto Cultural Center
through February California
Fiber and
Crafts Museum
ceramic
works
by
Kay
Seihmayhi and Nacy Selvin
Through Feb 21 1313 Newell
Road, Palo Alto
-The Artist and the Airbrush,"
works by 25 American painters:
San Jose State University Art
Department Gallenes through
March 12

MUSIC
Greg Kihn at Keystone Palo
Alto 19 p m to 10 p m land at

Keystone Berkeley (1 a rn to 2
am)
The Lloyds, Mr. Clean, Kid
Gloves Keystone Palo Alto
Saturday
Elvin Bishop plus Rosie
Flores. Friday at The Stone in
San Francisco
Legend. tomorrow night.
Smokey Mountain in Campbell
Valentines’ Massacre Pyno
Jam Sunday at the Berkeley
Square
The Fleshtones tomorrow at
noon A free concert sponsored
by the SJSU A S Program
Board Location TBA
Albert Collins and the Ice
Breakers. The Robert Cray
Band. Old Saturday, Old
Waldorf, San Francisco

Fine Food Spirits and Gaming

lire

a Link

Pictured above are the popular creations of the Bay Area’s own talented animator, Sally Cruiksank. Cruikshank will appear in person at an animation extravaganza on Valentine’s Day at the Camera One Theater, 366 First Street

411

The Police and The Fieshtones
Friday and Saturday, 8 p m the
Cow Palace South San
Francisco
Prince, the Time Sunday 8
p m at San Francisco Civic
Auditorium
AC/DC, Midnight Flyer.
Sunday. Monday and Tuesday
at 8 p m at the Cow Palace
Back In The Saddle Saturday,
at Barney Steers. Redwood
City
The Push plus Donny Snow
and the Flakes. Saturday at
Carlos ’N Charlies. San Mateo
Merlin, Friday at The Cellar.
Los Altos
Hush (includes two special sets
of Rolling Stones music)
Saturday, at The Country
Store. Sunnyvale
Breezin’ Friday and Saturday,
at Fargos Pizza, Mountain View

Whiskey Hill Saturday. The
Princeton Inn, Princeton
Bubba Lou and The Extremes,
Saturday at The Sly Fox

THEATER
"70, Girls 70," Feb 12, 13, 19,
20. 26, 27 at 8 p.m. The
Montalyo Carriage House
Theater. Saratoga
"The Music Lessons." tonight
The Asian
and Sunday
American Theater Company
4344 California Street, San
Francisco
"The Mandrake," tonight
through Saturday, 8130 p.m.
Saratoga Chamber Theater.
12378 S Saratoga -Sunnyvale
Rd
"Stalag
17." Friday and

"Fine Submarine Sandwiches Since 1968"
360 South Saratoga Avenue
San Jose CA (408) 244-3333
Dinner served until 12 A M

0.-G4

rodVtgisX
Mon .Sat 10:30-10..00
Sundays 1100-10:00

8th 13. WI/jam St.
197-1132

Saturday, 8 p.m Theaterwest,
50 University Ave Los Gatos
"Tartuffe,"Friday and Saturday
at 8 p m Sunday at 2 p m
San Jose Repertory, Montgomery Theater, San Jose
"Philadelphia Story." Los
Altos Conservatory Thursday
through Saturday. I p m 97
Hillview Ave. Los Altos
"On Golden Pond," tonight at 3
p m . Friday and Saturday at
8 30 p m Hillbarn Theater,
1285 Hilldale Ave . Foster City
"Fiddler On The Roof" Performances through February
28 At the Orpheum Theater.
San Francisco

FILMS
"Private
Lessons,"
and
"Goodbye
Emanuelle,"
tonight, and Friday. "Heavy
Metal," and "Quadrophenia."
Saturday and "An Animation
Special, Sally Cruikshank in
Person," Sunday at Camera
One. 366 South First Street,
San Jose
-The Many Adventures of
Winnie the Pooh," Friday II
am and 2 30 p m Lawrence
Hall of Science. University of
California, Berkeley
-The Railway Children." 11
a m and 2’30 p m Lawrence
Hall of Science, University of
California. Berkeley
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books
Your kisses less than stimulating?
New book is a must for the buss
special would also be less
it’s
than explosive,
recommended that only
very special valentines
receive this book as a gift.
The book is divided into

-(,

By Holly Fletcher
most
the
Ifromantic day of
the year looms
ahead on your calendar
and is about as welcome as
the first day of final’s
week, your lack of sex
appeal may lie in your lack
of kissing technique.
If so, the book "How to
Kiss With Confidence, a
guide to creative kissing
for teenagers and some
adults," may be just what
you need. The book covers
everything from how to,
when to and where to, as
well as a brief section on
international techniques.
Unfortunately, as
titilating as this may sound
and even with the instructional pictures, the
book supplies neither any
real instruction nor a cheap
thrill.
However, it’s possible
that someone who falls far
below any measurable
standard for halfway
decent kissing might absorb something of merit
and at the very least the
book makes a rather nice

They suggest saying
"Hi," "How’s it going?,"
"You look familiar," and
"Let’s go kiss" as some of
the more creative comeons.

Advertising majors Jeff
Moore
and
Carol
Brooks practice
the
finer points of getting
closer.
Photos By Karen Sorenson

anonymous valentine gift.
someone
"Kissing
special is dynamic, so get
ready to explode with
excitement," the book
states. Assuming that
kissing someone less than

The Entertainer Staff
Editor .. . Janet Weeks
Picture Editor ... Gary Feinstein

16 chapters, one of which
deals with flirting, obviously because flirting is a
necessary prelude to finding someone to kiss.
Authors Terry and Mike
(that’s what they’re listed
as and frankly, you can’t
blame them) give helpful
hints on famous opening
lines.

One chapter does get
rather explicit. In the
chapter titled, "How to
Kiss" under the subhead
"Guys," (those tending
toward faint-heartedness
please sit down) the book
directs, "Place your hand
on the girl’s shoulders and
direct your mouth to hers.
Moisten your lips in a
relaxed way, opening your
mouth slightly. Gently
touch your lips to hers."
Also included are
handy warnings like:
"Don’t be dirty or smelly,
don’t eat garlic, don’t
slobber and don’t hold your
breath."
In conclusion, although
the book might make an
interesting gag gift for
someone and reading it can
be amusing, and although
the subject is surely one of
interest to the masses, the
book can really only be
recommended to those 12
and under or those recently
returning from a solitary
10-year stint on a desert
isle.

Quality Flowers for All Occasions
10’>1. OFF FOR SFSU STUDENTS AND FA( t,1 I 1

grom

ICHIKI

Art Editor ... Basilic) Amaro

91/all

Advertising . . . Karen Okuda
brralymt ty

251.5386
PALA CENTER
229 B LA PALA DRIVE

Greeks lookout,
Phi-Phi’s cometh
By Janet Weeks
While the Panhellenic organizations on campus
continue their recruiting practices this week, a small
yet serious band of subversives are busily forming their
own fraternal order.
To be named the Phoenicians I after the sea faring
tribe of ancient Phoenicia), the group has already begun
planning various spirit-raising activities.
Upcoming will be the Phoenicians "Beat A Greek
Week." According to "Phi-Phi" leader Basil "Moondog"
Amaro, T-shirts bearing the slogan "We’re not sure if
we defeated the Greeks once, but we might do it again,
we think," are on order. Proceeds from the week of
events will go to the Phi-Phi’s favorite charity, the
"Cigarettes For Jerry’s Kids" fund.
Instead of toga parties, the Phoenicians prefer
"goatie" parties, where participants are required to don
long chin hairs and Mitch Miller albums are played.
Amaro admitted that this fellowship of new
traditionalists do not know the alphabet of ancient
Phoenicia ( or whether or not one even exists) which has
required them to invent their own names for the
proposed chapters. The "Melta I.Q.’s," and "Vuarnets
R. U.," are the first official titles.
Phoenician women are known as "Phi Debs," and
their specialty in fund raising surrounds generic beer
parties. They are responsible for locating the cheapest
priced generic beer in the county. The savings accumulated by shopping for no-names is then donated to
Valley convalescent homes. The drive is nick-named
"Generics for Geriatrics."
Greeks enjoy sipping G and T’s on lazy afternoons,
(a G and T is of course the abbreviation for gin and
tonics, thought to be stuff that courses through preppy
veins,) and Phoenicians, too, survive on G and T’s,
Generics and Triscuits.
How can you tell when a Phoenician party is over?
Either A, there’s no more food, or B, there’s nothing left
to drink. What do Phoenicians worry about? Jack In The
Box ending their all night service and how to decode
cable television.

Dress Smart
And Shop At..,

Consignment
Fashion
lloutigue

Mon thin Sat

10:30-6

448 No. San Pedro
Downtown
off of First
San Jose 298-1100
Fashion Apparel on
Consignment From The
Area’s Smartest
Women

??Have You Heard?,
SARA’s
is offering
women a
showroom to
display and sell
items of clothing
too good to give
away
is offering
women the
opportunity to
buy new and
used high fashion
and accessories
at a fraction of
their original
price
is offering new
5100 00 Bode
smaid’s and
formals at $30
is offering
vintage clothing
From a bygone
era, and a
growing selection
of children’s
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music
Mann native mixes studio talent for success
Wade Barber
Exciting and cool,
mellow and gruff,
Runaway," a
by Bill
album
new
Champlin is an exquisite
combination of throbbing
funk and relaxed soap
opera.
This brilliant release
displays the talents of a
singer, writer and
musician who has evolved
from a diet of cosmic rock
to a more salable contemporary fare.
Founder of the Sons of
Champlin, a progressive
rock band that struggled
for 13 years to reach an
audience outside the Bay
Area, the Mann County
native left the peace and
of
Mt.
tranquility
Tama!pais in 1977 to
become a studio musician
in the southland.
In
Los Angeles,
Champlin developed into
accomplished
an
sessionist. working with
Elton John and the Pointer
Sisters as well as writing
hits for Earth. Wind and
Fire and George Benson.
The 11 cuts of
"Runaway" vary from the
upbeat and lively "Take It
Uptown," to the signature
soul ballad "Sara."
Champlin has the
ability to lay down just
about any vocal required
by the music, be it a gutsy
bass or a soft high alto. It is
easy to imagine his
demand on the I,os Angeles
studio scene.
Champlin performs in
many capacities on the
albumguitar, keyboards
and vocals with raucous
energy.
The
album
features original material,
all of which were cc
written by Champlin
providing an ample array
of his songwriting talent.
Adding to the strength
of the material is a variety
of studio friends that this
big-time Hollywood album
presents. Included in the
cast are veteran performer
David
Foster
on
keyboards, Kenny Loggins
on vocals and Toto member
Steve I.ukather on guitars.
The solidness of the
repertoire is matched
the arrangements and
instrumental
backing.
which comes from the
cream of Los Angeles
based studio talent. The
horn section includes.
among others, Tom Scott
and Jerry Hey, who also
does the brass charts an-

on
joining Champlin
are
backing vocal
Kelly,
Tom
writers
Richard Page, David
Foster and Kenny Loggins.
title track
The
"Runaway" is an obvious
self-portrait of a "small
town singer" who realized
the time was ripe "to live in
Positively
refreshing, the song is a
candid revelation of the
hometown Champlin was
leaving, because his "time

111111111111111111 I

Album
Review

has come."
Founded in 1965, the
Sons of Champlin became a
soul/funk/pop
unique
group which Champlin
nurtured through thick and
thin for more than a
decade. Difficulties with
promoters, producers and
business managers stifled
any gains made by the
Sons, though they made
seven albums.
Champlin’s previous
solo effort "Single," was a

marginal success, but not
without its benefits. "After
the Love is Gone," co.
written by Champlin and
later recorded by Earth,
Wind and Fire won a
Grarruny award for best
rhythm and blues song in
1980.
Funky soul and etheral
vocals combine with stateof-the-art
recording
techniques to make the
album a highly stylized and
polished work of art. The

siO GA
LAND

SVGA

C’ MON DOWN

tAND

BLAST some ASTEROIDS * * * PUMMEL some PINS
or just kick back and relax in

SUGALAND
Student Union Games Area
lower level, student union
M-Th 8am - midnite
Fri 8:30am - lam
Sat noon - lam
Sun noon - midnite

BOWLING - BILLIARDS - TABLE TENNIS
PINBALL - VIDEO GAMES - FOOSBALL
TABLE GAMES - VENDING MACHINES
. . or avoid the "cafeteria rush" at the

SUGA SNACK BAR
featuring hot & cold sandwiches, donuts & cookies,
fresh coffee, & a variety of fruits & juices.
MON

FRI

8:00arn

9.3013111

IN THE GAMES AREA
277-3226

o
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music
Blasters prove as varied as America
By Lee Sherman

’"
’’

’’’’’’’

the
got
WeLouisiana boogie
and the Delta
blues. We got the country

swing and rockabWy too.
We got jazz, country
western and Chicago blues.
It’s the greatest music that

’’’’"’" ’’’’’’’ ’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’
’’’’’’’"’
’’’’’"’" ’ ’’’"’’’’’"’’"’’"’"
............................................................................................... ga.
.
’
.70

you ever knew. It’s
American music."
American Music, the
Blasters

s
L! AC= mib

The Blasters, from
Downey, California, have
mixed up these elements
and added the energy of
new wave to come up with
a rockin’ debut album for
Slash records.
patriotism
Their
assures that they remain
far removed from any
trend. The music is pure
and honest, reflecting the
cultural values of our
country.
The album gets off to a
rousing start with "Marie.
Marie," a Blasters original
that was a hit in England
for Shakin’ Stevens. The
Blasters’ treatment is a bit
rougher, truer to the rock
’n’ roll spirits of Chuck
Berry.
Elvis, Carl Perkins and
Jerry Lee Lewis are but a

music on the album is as
varied as our heritage.
"Never No More
Blues" is pure country with
bizarre yodeling added that
would sound more natural
in the Swiss Alps than on
this record.
"No Other Girl" is the
finest example of fifties
style rock ’n’ roll on the
album,
recalling the
Leiber-Stoller
classic
"Baby I Don’t Care."
Many of the songs
express the bittersweet
nature of everyday
romance in Dave Alvin’s
wry manner. "Hollywood
Bed" tells the story of a
couple who came to
Hollywood to see the sights
but ended up only seeing
each other as they spent
the whole time in bed.

’The music on the album
is as varied as our heritage’

(.3,
February II, Thurstlay
Speaker: Ernestine Reems
Topic: ’Life is The Greatest Gift of All’

February 17, Wednesday
Speaker: Dr. Khalid al-Mansour
Topic: ’The Plight of the Black American’
Costanoan Room 11:30 - 1:30pm

Speaker: Jay Matthew
Topic: ’Blacks and the Catholic Church’
Costanoan Room 12:00 - 2:00pm

(10

MOVIE: ’I Remember Harlem’
Costanoan Room 6:30 - 9:30pm

February 12, Friday
MOVIE: ’South African, The Rising Tide’
Loma Prieta Room 3:00 - 4:30pm

February 18, Thursday
Speaker: Wallace D. Muhhamed
Topic: ’The Sacredness of Educa
Loma Prieta Room 12:00 2:00pm
MOVIE: ’The Autobiography of
Jane Pitman’
Loma Prieta Room 7:30 - 10:30pm

few of the influences that
come through when Phil
Alvin’s country
finger
pickin’ is combined with
Dave Alvin’s urban style.
Piano player Gene Taylor
adds the necessary honky
tonk flourish while the
rhythm section of John
Bazz on bass and Bill
Bateman on drums keeps
things simple and solid.
The addition of twin
saxes by Steve Berlin and
Rolling Stones tour veteran
Lee Allen sweetens the mix
notably on ’:’So Long
Baby," "Goodbye" and
"Hollywood Bed."
As indicated by the
band’s signature tune,
"American Music," the

Cotton single shocks
By Lee Sherman

February 16, Tuesday
MOVIE: ’Lady Sings the Blues’
Loma Prieta Room 3:00 5:30pm
Admission: 75C with AS card
SI General
Speaker: Jan Hutchens
Topic: ’The American News Media’
Costanoan Room 12:00 2:00pm

’11:1

February 19, Friday
Entertainment: Polynesian Dreamers
(dancers)
Upper Pad 12:00- 1:00pm

In "Border Radio," a
woman relies on the sound
of the radio to give her
comfort while her husband
is away. The chorus acts as
the announcer’s voice,
dedicating the song to "a
man who’s gone 50,000
watts out of Mexico."
Mention must be made
of the production, which is
credited to the Blasters,
Roger Harris and Art Fein.
The album sounds clear
and crisp, especially the
vocals.
Try "The Blasters."
With all the English imports around these days,
you’re probably in need of
some "American Music."

are
ohnny,
you...queer?" is
musical
the
question asked by Josie
Cotton on her debut single
Elektra/Asylum
for
Records.
The song shocks by
provoking the listener with
controversial lyrics while
hooking him with an extremely catchy tune.
Complete with handclaps
and driving rhythm
guitars, the song recalls
the spirit of the girl groups
of the fifties and sixties.

In those days such
lyrics would be considered
extremely daring. The
lyrics are what gives the
song its eighties thrust,
confronting the listener
with a girl’s confusion over
her boyfriend’s sexuality.
are
"Johnny,
you...queer?" falls into the
pop tradition started .by
The Ronettes and carried
on by Blondie and the GoGos (who the song was
originally written for).
If you enjoy modern
pop with a female slant,
you’ll like Josie Cotton.
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Valentine’s Day 1984’
Dine at the Shadowbrook
By Holly Fletcher
Aromantic Valentine’s Day feast
can range from an
intimate Big Mac, to an
emotion-filled picnic for
two, to an elegant and
atmosphered dining experience. If the latter
sounds like your style, then
there is no better place to
escort your special loved
one
than
to
the
Shadowbrook restaurant in
Capitols.
Nestled on a steep
hillside, overlooking Sequel
Creek and accessible only
by a cable car or by a walk
down a long curving
garden path, is the tri-level
restaurant famous both for
sumptuous food and an
elegant atmosphere.
If you choose to walk
down to the restaurant, and
it is a highly recommended
jaunt, you can stroll arm in
arm with your valentine
and admire the most
dominant feature in the
garden the leafy 20year-old Australian tree
ferns.
If instead you choose

the cable car to gain access
to your romantic tryst, you
will be treated to a spectacular view of the creek
and the quaint houses
perched on the banks
across the water. The car
glides slowly and smoothly,
giving you plenty of time to
soak in the view as well as
assuring comfort that even
the most skittish riders will
appreciate.
Inside, the restaurant
is divided unequally between four dining rooms
the Fireplace Room, the
Garden Room, the Wine
Cellar and the Green
House. Each room has its
own charm and your
favorite will depend on
your tastes and romantic
inclinations.
The Fireplace Room is
dominated by a huge rock
fireplace, part of the
original 1920 summer
house that was later found
abandoned and later still
expanded
into the
restaurant. Originally the
restaurant was seasonal
and closed for the winter.
In 1947 the Shadowbrook
became year ’round. Also,
in those days, the diners

had to hoof it down, for
there was not a cable car
until 1955.
If you prefer a room
with a view (you mean you
don’t want to stare wistfully into each other’s
eyes?) you might enjoy
dining in the Greenhouse.
Here, the entire room is
glassed in with the windows dipping below the
table tops. This gives you
the impression of dining
outside.
Another room with a
nice view is the Garden
Room. In this room some of
the tables have a view of
the lushly overgrown
hillside. The wild and
twisted natural brush
seems to suggest a lust and
passion perfectly appropriate to the surroundings. Adding interest to
this room is the full grown
tree growing from the floor
and escaping through the
hole in the ceiling and the
bubbly creek that runs
along one wall of the room.
prefer
If
you
forbidden
shadowed,
romance, the Wine Cellar
is the dining room for you.
It actually was once the

winecellar, and the bricked
in, rather dark room does
seem rather intoxicating.
The menu features
mostly fish and shellfish
dishes, the Scampi is
highly recommended, and
there is almost always
fresh fish. Prime Rib is
considered a specialty and
comes with some mediumspicy horseradish. Entrees
come with salad, rice and
bread; with meat dishes
having the option of baked
potatoes. Fresh vegetables
are offered daily, and the
desserts, particulary the
cheesecake, are very
yummy.
Entrees range from
$7.95 for calimari to $14.95
for the lobster and sirloin
or the abalone. There is
also a full bar and extensive win( list.
With ’ lentine’s Day
Sunday, the
falling a
Shadow’
: brunch is an
option opei. to those who
prefer to spend the evening
alone. Prices for brunch
range from $3.95 for
Orange Blossom French
Toast to $7.50 for Lobster
Marseilles, a blend of
seafood in a Mornay sauce.
Shadowbrook has their own
bakery and all brunches
come with fresh-baked
orange sugar rolls.
Reservations
are
accepted and always
needed, although, if you
don’t mind a wait, you can
go without them. The bar is
comfortable to wait in
dark, and full of
character as it is also
part of the original summer house.
According to Ted
Burke, one of the
restaurant’s owners, there
is live music in the bar on
the
weekends
and
currently a four-piece light
jazz band is playing. So
plan to take your sweetie
for a waltz before or after
dinner. Although the bar is
satisfactory to wait in,
weather permitting you
can also enjoy cocktails on
the
ouside
patio
overlooking the water.
Both brunch and
dinner on Valetine’s Day
will be busy, so try to make
reservations or at least go
early. Hours for Sunday’s
brunch are 10 a.m. to 2
p.m., while dinner hours
are 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. Visa,
Master Charge and local
checks are accepted. The
phone is 475-1511, the address 1750 Wharf Rd. Take
highway 17 to Santa Cruz,
then take 1 South and get
off at the 45th Ave. exit.

.
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Santa Clara Valley
hearts that will win
By Mavis Trimble

Halloween means
costumes, Thanksgiving means
turkey. Christmas means
presents and Valentine’s
Day means candy.
It means chocolate
candy, assorted candies,
candy with messages,
fancy-shaped candies and
candy in lacy or foil
packages.
Your
sweetheart’s
tastes might be extravagant or modest, frilly
or bold, traditional.
You can combine your
sweetheart’s confection
desires with your budget to
find a candy store in the

San Jose area that will
please everyone involved.
Spartan
the
At
Bookstore, prices are $2.45
to $10.75 for different
weights of assorted
chocolates in heart-shaped
boxes. Only one type of
candy is sold in bulk.
Cards and other
Valentine paraphenalia are
also available.
Macy’s Valley Fair
Blass
Bill
features
"designer chocolates" and
Godiva. Chocolates in
velvet heart boxes,
chocolate cards, chocolate
kisses, chocolate Mercedes, Porsche, or Rolls
Royce cars ($25) and a
champagne bottle filled ,r
with chocolate corks are
among an assorted display
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?: Is romance dead?
Valentine’s has a history
By Holly Taglier
will soon be that wonderful time of the year
again when the world finds itself bedecked with
Ithearts and ribbons in celebration of Valentine’s
Day. February 14th has long been a day when
ardent lovers reaffirm their affections and otherwise shy
to
feelings
of
fondness.
hearts
fess-up
The association of St. Valentine with the patron of lovers
is ambiguous at best, though centuries of fantasy and
imagination have woven delightful legends around this day.
Valentine was a Roman priest, martyred on February
14th in the year 270 under the rule of Emperor Claudius II, for
refusing to give up his faith. While awaiting his execution,
Valentine made friends with the jailer’s blind daughter
whose sight he was able to restore. His farewell note to her
was signed "from your Valentine." The jailer’s family was
converted to Christianity and also eventually condemned.
The years have embellished the legends with a myriad of
symbols and traditions, some gathered from different points
in history. The red heart and rose, perhaps the most popular,
have been symbols of love and emotion since Roman days.
The letters in the word rose can also be rearranged to
spell Eros, Greek god of love. And Cleopatra, queen of exotic
erotica, welcomed Mark Antony to her palace with a path of

long-stemmed red roses, then left the delicately scented
petals gracefully strewn about the couches.
Cupid, another familiar face whose portrait still dons
contemporary valentines, is the Roman god of love. His
arbitrary darts of passion still signify to many the very
character of love.
The romance of ribbons and lace can be traced to the
Middle Ages when chivalry roamed the country-side on
horseback. A knight would ride to battle in the company of a
ribbon or scarf given him by his lady.
Another familiar image is that of the bird, which supposedly chooses its mate on February 14th. Doves, the most
common, mate for life and serve as a symbol of fidelity.
Legend also has it that wild violets grew outside of Valentine’s prison window. To reassure his loved ones that he was
still alive, he would pick the violets, pierce them with the
message "I love you," or simply ’Remember your Valentine" and send them off with a dove.
Other traditions include a gentleman wearing a bachelor
button in his lapel for the day. If it lives he marries his
sweetheart, if it dies he seeks a new one.
However you choose to celebrate Valentine’s Day, a little
effort can make it a special occasion for ardent lovers and
shy hearts alike.

Play cupid with a twist
By Cindy Maro

offers chocolate
sweethearts
ailable.
Godiva chocolates,
made in Belgium, comes in
a variety of unusual shapes
and flavors. Prices range
from 70 to 80 cents a piece
Lo $47.50 for a three-pound,
heart-shaped box.
Many other Valentine
goodies are sold.
Pine Tree Candies,
located in Eastridge, make
their own candies on
location. They have fourRance plain boxes of
ihocolates priced from $2
)) a two-pound fancy box of
thocolates for $17.
See’s, located at Valley
Pair, receives its candy
bur times weekly from the
vfacturer in South San
Wise.
They have a
’novelty pack" for

children, marshmallow
hearts and candy in bulk,
which is sold by weight.
Chocolates come in
plain or fancy heart boxes.
Prices are $2.20 for a
quarter-pound plain box to
$55 for a very fancy sixpound box.
Edelweiss, located at
the Pruneyard makes the
candy in the store and is
sold mostly by weight. It
has heart ,boxes of candy
for $2.39 to $14.95.
Sugar Chalet in Willow
Glen has big chocolate
kisses, chocolate cards,
chocolate lips in red foil
and assorted candies.
Prices are 80 cents for
a small heart box and
higher for boxes of mixed
chocolates.

Cupid has conwith
spired
competitive
manufacturers and entrepreneurs to provide
students with some unique
Valentine’s Day gift ideas.
And even though there
are only four days left to
buy gifts, don’t despair.
There’s still time to get
that someone special a
that’s
extra
present
special.
For the valentine who’s
a comedian at heart, a
balloon bouquet might be
the answer. Delivered by a
clown to Bay Area
residents, this 21 -balloon
bouquet costs $30 from
Balloon Clown Bouquets.
At least a two-hour notice is
required.
Hand-made heart-shaped ceramic wind chimes
could strike the right key
with an art lover. Mud In
Your Eye Pottery in Los
Gatos features these
stoneware chimes at $7.95.
A stoneware massage oil
warmer, selling for $18.95,
could also heat up
someone’s heart.
The studious valentine
should find Edna Barth’s
softcover book, "Hearts,
Cupids and Red Roses,"
interesting. The 64-page
book explains the symbols
of Valentine’s Day and
sells for $3.95 at most
bookstores.
Love coupons are a

By Anglea Cardoza
SJSU Business major Patti Hillyer shops for
unusual valentines in the Spartan Bookstore.
more personal gift, entitling the bearer to such
services as breakfast in
bed or a back rub.
Available in many card
shops, this book of more
than 20 coupons costs $1.50.
For a memorable

Day,
Valentine’s
Cheesecake and Company
will rent male and female
entertainers attired in red
balloons. Entertainers who
appear nude cost $85, those
in G-strings charge $75,
and those in bikinis cost

$65. A one-day notice is
requested.
Another memorable
gift would be a 14K gold
heart pendant, complete
with 50 diamonds. This
necklace, with a one carat
total weight, runs for
$1,089.95 at Kessler.
At a more modest
price, a 10K gold heart
cocktail ring with nine
diamonds sells for $139.50.
The ring has one-fifth carat
total weight and can be
purchased at Best.
For people who like to
think big, a two-feet high
Valentine’s Day card
should be right. This
American Greetings card,
available in most card
shops, sells for $6.
Dancing Hearts may
be the answer for that
hard-to-buy -for person.
Singing
American
Telegram performers will
sing and dance with a Bay
Area valentine for $39. Red
Gorillas, complete with
bananas, can be rented for
,$44
Music lovers might be
soothed with a music box
that plays "You Light Up
My Life." This red box with
heart-shaped mirrors sells
for $13.50 at the Spartan
Bookstore.
Clothes hounds might
like to slip into Valentine
underwear, available at
most department stores.
Men’s tricot or cotton
underwear, bearing the
words "What can I say?"
within hearts, sells from
$4.75 to $8.
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Music, atmosphere attract patrons

Fargo’s is more than food
By Vivian Vasquez
down the
aisle of the norWalking
theast side of the
Old Mill Shopping Center in
Mountain View on a Friday
or Saturday night, you’re
likely to find a line of
people hugging the side
wall of Fargo’s Pizza and
Company.
Spaghetti
However, these people
aren’t in line to eat.
Some people are
clutching crisp $5 bills in
their hands. Some of them
are standing on their toes,
peering over the crowd,
wondering how much
longer is it going to take to
get inside the place.
It’s 9 p.m. and the main
attraction isn’t Fargo’s
pizza or spaghetti. It’s the
live rock ’n’ roll band inside. The line is moving
now. The music is easier to

hear.
After paying a $5 cover
charge, patrons are
allowed in. The lights are
low and an energy can be
felt inside the place as it
bounces off the walls.
People are everywhere,
dancing, walking, talking
and drinking. The music is
more enjoyable and louder
now. A turn to the right and
there’s the bar.
Ahh. That’s when a
very sober young man
checks the stamp on a
customer’s right hand and
determines whether or not
he qualifies for a brew or
beverage. Red ink identifies people as being over
21 and eligible for either
beer or wine. Blue ink
reveals the fact that the
customer is between the
age of 18 and 20, giving him
the legal right to buy a
Coke or 7-Up.

"There’s some magic
that attracts these kids to
Fargo’s,"
said
John
Kulbeth,
supervision
special investigator for the
Alcohol Beverage Control
(ABC) in San Jose.
"Fargo’s has a Type 41
license. It’s basically a

entertainment management. Young people can
relax here and have a good
time."
"I’m aiming for the
young people who are new
to the nightclub scene as
well as mixed couples. We
have a very wholesome

’Young people can relax
. . . and have a good time’
license.
restaurant
However, there’s nothing
on the statute that says
there’s an age limitation. It
has no restrictions as to
who can be admitted," he
said.
Jack Reilly, owner and
operator of Fargo’s, attributes the success of
Fargo’s "to continuity in

environment here," Reilly
said.
"I come to Fargo’s to
meet different people and
to have a good time. I live
in Morgan Hill and there is
really nothing to do there,"
said Rena Martin, an 18year-old clerk who drove 45
miles to Fargo’s.
"The different colored

Remember him or her
with an American
Greetings card and a nr
gift from Spartan
Bookstore. Choose from:
Russell Stover candies
Stuffed animals
Frames & Figurines
Plus more....
SPA RTA N
llOOKSTORI;v
SPARTAN SHOPS FT 181

Creative excellence is
an American tradition.

hand stamps seem to do the
job of control for
drinking," said 22-year-old
Tom Ueberschaer, an
Alameda Junior College
student who lives in
Fremont.
Thirty -two -year -old
Sharon Jessie was impressed with management.
"I can’t believe they let
18-year-olds in a nightclub.
They didn’t have anything
this nice when I was 18,"
said Jessie, an animal
groomer from San Mateo.
Sue Cerniglia, 18, said
her parents approve of
Fargo’s.
"They like the idea
that you have to be 21 to
drink and the fact that
Fargo’s is doing a pretty
good job of enforcing the
age factor. They also like
the idea that there aren’t a
lot of older people here,"
Cerniglia said.
According to Captain
John Tomack of the
Mountain View Police
Department, the MVPD
"receives more complaints
about Fargo’s than most
other establishments."
"Drinking alcoholic
beverages in the parking
lot seems to be the biggest
problem," said Tomack.
"The management of Old
Mill hired two off-duty
policemen to patrol the
parking lot. This lasted
approximately one year."
"When
.new
management took over a
few months ago, they hired
their own security police.
This seems to have
relieved some of the
problems, like citing the
kids for drinking," he
added.
According to Tomack,
an average fine for consuming
alcoholic
beverages illegally is VA.
An individual is charged
with a misdemeanor and
given the option of pleading
guilty and paying the fine
or pleading innocent and
appearing in court.
"Since we don’t have
very many trials, it would
appear that most people
pay the fine," said
Tomack.
Contributing to the
delinquency of a minor is a
misdemeanor
which
carries a maximum sentence of one year in jail and

a $1,000 fine, Tomack said.
An investigation was
prompted this past summer from complaints of
some parents and the Old
Mill management. The
MVPD participated in the
investigation with the ABC.
On one ocoasion, nine
minors were cited for
consuming
alcoholic
beverages on the premise
of Fargo’s, according to
Tomack.
"We have seven people
working the floors," said
Reilly. "They’re being paid
a bounty every time they
catch someone who’s not
supposed to be holding or
consuming alcohol.
"We’ve had spotters
employed here ever since
1978. Had not the ABC and
the undercover MVPD
caught those young people,
our spotters would have
caught them at one time or
another
during
the
evening. They just got to
them before we could,"
Tomack said.
"I was caught once,"
said Cerniglia who lives in
San Martin. "It was so
humiliating. I thought this
guy was asking me to
dance. When I got out of the
booth, he took my hand and
brought me to the doorman. I kept thinking, ’This
isn’t the way to the dance
floor.’ Then I heard him tell
the doorman he had caught
me with a glass of beer in
my hand.
"The
doorman
stamped my right hand
with the word WOOPIE in
big letters and told me to
Watch myself or I’d have to
leave. I was thoroughly
embarrassed," Cerniglia
said.
As the evening mellows
out and the band plays on,
the education of the young
people who patronize
Fargo’s continues. Spotters
are as much a part of the
scene as the music.
Warnings are given out and
individuals are asked to
leave the premises on a
repeated offense. Citations
and fines are also given out
in the parking lot by the
MVPD and security patrols
for consuming alcoholic
beverages or drugs, and no
one is joking.
"It’s all very real,"
said Reilly.
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Mimes poke fun at politics
The religious and
political implications of the
play are apparent. When
the peasants plan to
retaliate against the junta
with homemade bombs, the
Padre quickly admonishes
them. "If you plant this
crop," he warns, "you will

reap a bitter harvest."
Attempting to persuade
them to employ patience
and peaceful opposition
rather than violence, the
people argue with surprising logic that he has
taught them that God’s will
is justice, and "would we

be Christians if we did not
defend the kingdom of
Heaven?"
The play is spiced
throughout with the music
of a seven piece salsa band
which, among other functions,
appropriately
punctuates the dramatic

moments with suspenseful
beats on the conga drums.
The non-profit company will continue its
production through Feb. 28
and contributes certain
proceeds to groups such as
the Nicaraguan Medical
Relief Fund.

The San Francisco Mime Troupe performs
"Americans,
or
The
Last
Tango
in
Huahuatanango."
By Holly Taglier
I mim I n. I L.
Mime
mimus
Gr.
mimos, imatator,
actor) 1. an ancient Greek
or Roman farce, in which
people and events were
mimicked and burlesqued.
The San Francisco
Mime Troupe returned
from a 10-week European
tour to open this weekend
at the Victoria Theater
with its original production
of "Americans, or Last
Tango in Huahuatenango."
The troupe, noted for its
political satire, did not
disappoint its audience
with the new comedy.
"Americans" is set in
the fictitious country of San
Martin, locted in the
current political "hot-spot’
of South America. The
typical third-world nation,
comprised largely of
Roman Catholics, is caught
in a struggle for independence from an oppressive dictatorship. The
peasants pose an everpresent threat of revolution
as the socialistic junta
resolves to deprive them of
the land that has remained
in their families for years.
United States aid increases and the foreign
intervention is seen from a
variety of diverse perspectives. Dr. X a Vietnam vet incognito, turns
sells
mercenary and
the
to
weapons
revolutionaries.
Wrench,
Phyllis
special U.S. envoy and
the
spares
feminist,

National Guard commander no criticism and is
equally appalled by the
Guard’s lack of control and
the inconvenience of no hot
water at the hotel.
Lana Berman, neurotic
photojournalist and selfproclaimed "space-case"
finds herself in San Martin
searching for new life
styles and "things that
touch people," completely
oblivious that the country
is on the verge of civil war.
The play continues at a
quick clip with humor and
irony playing comic havoc
with an otherwise all too
serious situation. Lana is
mistakenly abducted by
the insurgents and eventually ransomed by the
U.S. government as envoy
Wrench.
Attempting to convince
her captors of her true
identity, Lana confesses
that she is "completely
turned off to politics. I
don’t even read the
news . . . my therapist
put me on a media fast."
While Lana is held
hostage in the safehouse,
she meets up with Dr. X
and ironically discovers he
is the same man she loved
in New York years earlier
while both were conspiring
with an underground
revolutionary group in the
United States.
To further complicate
the plot, the mystical
I,uisa, country girl and
commandante guerillera,
falls for the self-righteous
Dr. X.
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Kramer: A profile of conscience
And so this man, 68
years old, near the end of
his life, with two children, a
wife of 15 years, a T.V.
show to host, a Sunday
column in the Seattle
Times, and 40 years of
creative life behind him,
told his story and fitted it to
the forum.
"Ideas are the only
important thing in the
whole world," he said.
"The main thing is belief."
But Kramer says, time
and again, he is not so sure
what he believes anymore.
"The world has turned
around." He says that is
why he moved to
Washington, for a hiatus.
"I went to Washington to
contemplate my navel."

By Scott Shifrel

n accomplished
charlatan,
a
social dreamer, a
molder of ideas and ideals
that speak from the heart,
Stanley Kramer has made
films on nearly every
subject a man of conscience could make.
This producer/director’s vision of justice and
truth can be found in the
movies that many of us
grew up with; movies that
helped shape our morals,
movies that enriched our
sense of right and wrong.
"Inherit the Wind" was
forged with the conviction
that knowledge can prevail
where faith can’t.
at
"Judgement
Nuremburg" took a hard
look at man’s morality and
his responsibility for his
actions. For many it was
the first look at Nazi war
crimes.
"The Defiant Ones"
dealt with hate and
ignorance and refuted both
as incompatible with the
knowledge of man’s circumstance.
"Guess Who’s Coming
to Dinner?" was a
testimony of man’s love
overcoming his prejudice.
"High Noon" was the
very embodiment of the
"western movie" and yet it
spat in the face of every
frontier hero who rode into
the sunset on a major
studio set.
And "On the Beach"
dealt with nuclear annihilation and screamed at
man’s insanity.
There were many,
many more. A whole
lifetime’s worth. And yet,
for each film, for each
triumph, there was a critic.
One man’s right is
another’s wrong. One
man’s victory is another’s
defeat.
Two weeks
ago
Kramer, looking like a
cross between a soft,
whitehaired Spencer Tracy
and
an
uncommonly
friendly George C. Scott,
stopped in San Jose on his
way to his home in
Bel’view, Washington.
He gave some lectures,
got an award, and met
some admirers who
listened eagerly to his easy
witicisms and searching
questions. It was perhaps
only a pit stop between

Yet somehow one
doesn’t believe him. For all
his quick sayings and
expressions of self doubt,
one has the feeling that he
moved away not because
he wasn’t sure of what he
was doing. It’s as if the
world left him and his
idealism behind.

By Dan Evans
Director Stanley Kramer answers questions put to him by movie viewers following the screening of
"Judgment at Nuremburg," at the Camera One theater in San Jose.
visits to Hollywood and
Utah ( where he had
received more awards and
was guest to a film
festival) but he managed to
impart some of that
Kramer wisdom to his
youthful fans.
"I don’t know the
answers," he said coyly, "I
which
only
know
questions." But in those
questions the audience in
the small room at the San
Jose Museum of Art could
sense the answers.
It was a Kramer who
had been scarred by critics
all his life that the 50 or so
people who were gathered
there saw. It was a Kramer
who was only too conscious
of having been accused of
being too direct.
People have complained that this "giant of a
filmmaker"
hits
his
audience over the head
with his views of social
justice.
And so he was much
less direct, much more
thoughtful than many
members of the San Jose
Fine Film Society had
expected. The society is a
city sponsored film group
and many who attended his
seminar are aspiring film
makers,

Kramer would not
attack his critics, but
rather, would offer an
analogy and give a lesson:
"A critic is like a
football coach he has to
be smart enough to know
what he is doing and dumb
enough to think what he’s
doing means anything. But
the critic is not that important. The audience is
what counts."
He spoke in a slow,
deliberate
manner,
stopping to tell anecdotes
about one or another of the
great actors that he has
worked with through the
years "I’ll figure out why
I’m telling you this in a
minute" I or rail against
the studio conglomerates
he has fought with over and
over Metro-Golden-Meyer
has more invested in Las
Vegas hotels than in
film").
Kramer grew up in
New York City I "I was the
product of overcrowded
schools"). He won a
"publicity contest" with
20th Century Fox and was
flown to California to work
for the production company.
He worked his way
through the studio system
until he was an associate
producer. Ard then World

War II came. When he
came out of the Army his
job was gone, he was 30
years old, and "had to be
an independent."
His first movie was a
Ring Lardner story called
"This is New York."
"It’s a mild cult film
now. Nobody sees it, three
or four people. That’s a
cult," Kramer said.
He got the idea for his
second film, and his first
success, "The Champion,"
from his early years. "I
grew up in ’Hell’s Kitchen," he says smiling,
"Everybody was a priest, a
hood or a prize fighter."
"The Champion" was
an indictment against the
boxing industry and gave
Kirk Douglas his first
starring role.
’We got it out before
’This is New York’ did a
nose dive. Then we
pretended ’This is New
York’ was never made."
Kramer backpedals
into his indictments now.
He will rail against the
while
conglomerates,
seeming to give young
filmmakers advice on
being an independent. He
will tell his story, and make
it seem a universal theme.
"You have to be a
creator and a charlatan to

get funding for a film," he
says, "It’s a game of
footsie." Kramer advised
the audience to go to the
bank and see the man in
charge of movie loans.
". . . say you have Kirk
Douglas -- though
you
don’t say you have the
rights to a story though
you don’t."
"When I went ( the
banker’s)
name
was
Gianini ( the founder of
Bank of America). And ( I
said) I had a United Artists
guaranteed release for my
film, of course I didn’t have
it."

"When the draft was
over the rebellion was
over," he says.
With all the hassles he
has
had
with
fun( over
damentalists
"Inherit the Wind") and
scientists ( over "On the
Beach") and gun advocates ( over "Bless the
Beasts and the Children" )
and politicians ( over God
knows how many other
films), with all the
criticism of his admitted
lack of emphasis on
technique and over emphasis on the message,
with all that . . . It is
amazing that he is still
around at all.
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’Reds’ to win big
By Greg Robertson
Special to the Dally
the Academy
When
of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences
announced the 5 4th
Award
Academy
nominations today, the
only thing for sure is
"Reds" will lead the pack.
In a year filled with
discrepancies among
critics, Warren Beatty’s
film was the linty one
unifonnily praised.
When it comes to the
other nominations, they
are up for grabs. There are
a dozen films which have a
legitimate shot at being
nominated for best picture.
Besides "Reds," one
can look for "Atlantic
City" and "On Golden
Pond" as nominees. These
films were chosen best of
the year by the New York
critics, Los Angeles critics
and . the foreign press
(Golden Globes) respectively.
The final two spots
should be secured by the
wonderful British film
"Chariots of Fire" and the
box-office champ "Raiders
of the Lost Ark."
However, there are
other possibilities. The
strongest among these are
"Prince of the City,"
"Ragtime" and "True
Confessions." More distant
chances belong to "Pennies
From Heaven," "The
Lieutenant’s
French
Woman," "The Four
Seasons" and "Body
Heat."
The nominations for
director should duplicate
the best picture nods with
one exception. Beatty.

Mark Ryden ("On Golden
Pond"), Stephen Spielberg
("Raiders of the Lost
Ark") and Louis Malle
("Atlantic City") should be
chosen.
However,
Hugh
Hudson made his directiorial
debut
with
"Chariots of Fire" and
get
bumped
in
favor
should
of veterans Milos Forman
("Ragtime") or Sidney
Lumet ("Prince of the
City").
When it comes to best
actor, the battle will be to
see who gets nominated
alongside Henry Fonda
("On Golden Pond") when
he wins his first Oscar
March 29.
This is a category
where it pays to be a
veteran. The rest of the
field should all be previous
nominees including Beatty
’and Burt Lancaster
("Atlantic City"). The
final two positions should
be filled by the stars of
"True Confessions,"
Robert DuVall and Robert
DeNiro.
Both Treat Williams
("Prince of the City") and
Timothy Hutton ("Taps")
gave the most dynamic
performances of the year,
but they are young
newcomers whom the
academy shys away from.
Paul Newman gave
two excellent performances in 1981 in "Fort
Apache The Bronx" and
"Absence of Malice," but
both were mediocre films.
One can also eliminate
Alan Alda ("The Four
Seasons") due to his strong
ties to television.
In the best actress
category, one can look for
five past winners to be
nominated.

Wing’s
Chinese
Restaurant
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner
Closed Mondays
6 Blocks north of
Santa Clara St. between
:3rd & 4th
294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson St.

Glenda Jackson in the
little-.ten "Stevie," Diane
Keaton ("Reds"), old-pro
Katharine Hepburn ("On
Golden Pond") and Meryl
Streep ("The French
Lieutenant’s Woman") are
fairly certain nominees.
The final spot should go
to Faye Dunaway who
created quite a controversy
playing Joan Crawford in
"Mommie Dearest."
Outside chances belong
to Sally Field ("Absence of
Malice")
and
Susan
Sarandon
should
("Atlantic City") sweep
the nominations.
In the supporting actor
nearly
category,
everything is up in the air.
However, come Oscar
night, Sir John Gielgud
("Arthur") will win. His
competition should include
Jack Weston ("The Four
Seasons") and Charles
Durning ("True Confessions").
If the Academy is in a
good mood, the final spot
should go to James Cagney
who made a return to the
screen in "Ragtime" after
a 20-year hiatus.
It would be like old
times if Cagney, Fonda,
Hepburn and Lancaster
were among the nominees.
The other possible
nominees for supporting
actor include Robert Joy,
Herbnert Rollins, Jerry
Orbach and Kenneth
McMillan.
The supporting actress
category should see a wide
variety of performers.
Among them will be Jane
Fonda ("On Golden
Pond"),
Maureen
Stapleton ("Reds"), Mona
Washbourne ("Stevie")
and either Mary Steenburgen
or
Elizabeth
McGovern for "Ragtime."
The contenders list
runs fairly long this year as
no films really stand out.
Nominations will not be
evenly divided however,
but will come in clumps.
Borderline films lilke
"Prince of the City" and
"True Confessions" could
get eight nominations each
or none at all.
About the only thing for
certain, the producers of
"Rollover" and "Buddy,
Buddy" have no reason to
get nervous.
Greg Robertson is the
former city editor and film
critic of the Daily. He
correctly predicted 16 out
of 17 Oscars the past two
years.

’Making Love,’ sensitive
portrayal of emotions
By Les Mahler
There’s more to
love than making
love .
Those lines from the
song "Making Love" aptly
describes the problems
confronting Zack (Michael
Ontkean), Claire, his wife,
(Kate Jackson) and Bart,
(Harry Hamlin).
Twentieth
Century
Fox’s production of
"Making Love," tells the
story of Zack and Claire, a
young couple, married
eight years and both with
successful careers, facing
the realization of Zack’s
homosexual tendencies.
very
From
the
beginning, "Making Love"
shows the division that
Zack’s need for another
male has created.
But the conflict is a
sensitive one.
Zack, 30, is a doctor
with his own practice.
Claire is a network
television executive and
Bart is a novelist who sees
his work and independence
as being of the utmost

importance.
It is this attitude of
Bart to Zack’s love for him
which is annoying and hard
for Zack to comprehend.
But that’s going too
fast into the story itself.
To begin with, the
producers of "Making
Love," Allen Adler and
Daniel Melnick, make
interesting use of the same
device used in "Reds."
The viewer is treated
to Bart and Claire speaking
to the audience in single
person close-ups, telling of
their relationship with
Zack. Both recognize that
Zack is a very sensitive and
loving person.
But Bart is rather
hostile and closed to the
love and warmth Zack is
trying to find. Instead. Bart
is only interested in a onenight-stand, seemingly, an
attitude shared by most
males.
The vehicle of having
Claire and Bart confront
the audience every now
and then is used sparingly
throughout the movie and
provides the audience with

the essence of the conflict
between wife and lover.
One of the faults of the
movie is the way it enters
into Zack’s need for
another male. There are no
real explanations as to
why, after 30 years of being
Zack
heterosexual,
suddenly has the urge and
compulsion to obtain love
through another male.
Another fault lies in the
lack of build-up in the
relationship between
Claire and Zack.
The movie does a good
job of showing the start and
end of Zack’s and Bart’s
relationship, but the viewer
is only given bits and
pieces of Claire’s marriage
to Zack.
"Making Love" is a
good attempt to bring to
light the contemporary
question of how people
might react when they find
heterosexual
their
relationship suddenly torn
apart by the need of one
partner to terminate the
relationship based on
homosexual feelings.
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From Ifle bizarre bedrooms of The Bear Flag
Restaurant northern California’s most
notorious bordello, to the
abandoned boiler where Doc
and Suzy first fell in love...
the spit of John Steinbeck’s
colorful world is now on
scrcen in MGM’s happiest
movie of the year...
an irresistible irascible
love story.
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